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General introduction
The field of elementary particle physics, alternatively called high energy physics, has
made enormous progress since the discovery of the positron in 1932. High energy physics
involves, amongst other things, studies on the most fundamental constituents of matter
and the interactions between those constituents. The progress in high energy physics
does not only consist of the many experimental results on the constituents and their
interaction obtained since 1932 but also of theories which provide a better understanding
of the experimental results and which can predict in some cases new particles or new
interactions. Some of these theories have been combined to form a model that states that
matter is built of quarks and leptons, the corresponding anti-quarks and anti-leptons and
of gauge bosons which are thought to be the mediators of the basic interactions. This
model, which is called the standard model, has been very successful in the past years in
explaining a large body of experimental results and also predicted some new particles
and one new interaction. The interaction and three of the new particles predicted by the
theory were later indeed observed experimentally.
Most of the experiments in high energy physics are performed by making two kinds
of particles with known energy collide with each other and by studying the reactions
which occur at the collision and the respective reaction rates. These reactions and their
rates are a signature of the underlying physics of the various constituents of matter. The
precision on details of the underlying physics depends mainly on the performances of
the accelerator, that produces the primary particles, and the detector, that measures the
properties of the reaction products.
One of the accelerators is the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP), presently under
construction at CERN. LEP, in which beams of electrons are made to collide with beams
of positrons, provides the possibility to test the standard model extensively. One of
the four experimental set-ups, that will detect reaction products of the electron-positron
collisions, is the 'Detector for Lepton, Photon and Hadron Identification', DELPHI. In the
design of DELPHI, particle identification was considered with great care for reasons that
will be explained in chapter 1 of this thesis. Two of the parts of DELPHI that are crucial
to particle identification are tire two 'Ring Imaging CHerenkov', RICH, counters. One
of the RICH counters, called forward-RICH, detects particles that exit the interaction

point at directions with an angle between 5 and 40 ° with the beam axis, while another
RICH counter, called the barrel-RICH, detects particles with angles between 45 and 90°
with the beam axis. RICH counters are based on the Chsrenkov effect: when a charged
particle with high momentum traverses a transparent, dielectric medium, light may be
produced depending on the bulk properties of the medium. This light can be used to
determine the velocity of the charged particle. Together with information obtained by
various other parts of DELPHI this may result in an identification of charged particles
produced in the electron-positron collisions. Due to the many parts of DELPHI which
each have their specific task, DELPHI is quite large. If t^e outer surface of DELPHI
is approximated by a cylinder, the length of this cylinder is about 10 meters while its
diameter is about 9 meters.
The first successful attempt to construct a RICH counter was performed by J. Sequinot
and T. Ypsilantis [1]. In general a RICH counter consists of one or more radiators, where
the Cherenkov light is produced, and of one or more photon detectors which detect the
photon and the position where it entered the photon detector. The photon detector is
the most critical part of the RICH counter, since it should not only be able to detect a
single photon with a reasonable efficiency but it should also enable the reconstruction of
the entrance point of the incoming photon with a precision of approximately 1 mm in
each direction. Sequinot and Ypsilanth have presented a completely new technique for
photon detection: a photon is converted to an electron when it is traversing the photon
detector and the electron is detected with a drift chamber, a device well known in high
energy physics. A drift chamber consists of a gas-tight box with a special gas filling
in which a homogeneous electric field is maintained. Charged particles traversing the
drift chamber ionise the gas and the electrons produced during ionisation drift under the
influence of the electric field towards an electron detector where they produce a small
electric signal which is recorded. Thus in a RICH counter the electrons are produced by
photo conversion of the incoming photon. The wavelength of the incoming photon has to
be in the far UV-region (between 100 and 225 nm) in order to obtain a photo conversion
with reasonable efficiency. In references [2,3] the first experimental results were reported
with this new kind of photon detectors.
Many difficulties occur when applying the above mentioned technique to the RICH
counters in DELPHI. Many of these difficulties arise due to the size of the photon detector:
in references [2,3] the photon detector had a size of about 10 x 10 cm2 while in the barrelRICH a photon detector with a surface of 25 m2 is needed. In this thesis the performance
of the barrel-RICH photon detector and the factors determining the performance are
studied in detail.
The content of this thesis is structured in the following way: In chapter 1 first a
brief introduction to the Cherenkov effect is given followed by a brief overview of the
instrumentation in high energy physics at colliding beam accelerators, like LEP. Then
the standard model and the physics motivation for particle identification are discussed.

General introduction

In chapter 2 RICH counters axe introduced in detail, a brief description of the DELPHI
barrel-RICH is given and the expected performance of the barrel-RICH is briefly discussed. Chapters 3 to 6 deal with the performance of the photon detectors of the barrelRICH. In chapter 3 a detailed study of the gas inside the photon detector is presented.
The space resolution of the photon detector is discussed in chapter 4 and more specifically degradations of the resolution due to space- and surface charges in the drift tube
are investigated. Losses in the efficiency of the photon detector caused by electron attachment to electro-negative impurities in the drift gas are considc -ed in chapter 5. All
the results in chapters 3 to 5 are obtained with drift tubes which are similar but not
identical to the drift tubes in the barrel-RICH. The last chapter (6) is a report on the
first results with the final barrel-RlCH photon detectors.

Chapter 1
Cherenkov radiation and its
applications
1.1

The Cherenkov effect

Charged particles deposit energy when traversing matter. Most of the energy is exchanged in collisions of the particles with the electrons and some of the energy in collisions with nuclei of the materials. There is however another process which is not due to
individual collisions with particles but has its origin in the bulk properties of a dielectric.
As a result of this process light is emitted in transparent media under certain conditions.
This light was first observed by madame Curie [4], Bottles with concentrated solutions
of radium in water radiated a pale blue light. It was Mallet who first investigated this
light more extensively. He showed the spectrum to be of short wavelength in a first
experiment with a radium source and water [5]. In two other papers experiments with a
spectrograph are described with water and carbondisulphide as media and radium as a
source of relativistic particles [6,7]. The spectra obtained showed no band structure and
Mallet excluded the light to be produced by fluorescence or phosphorescence.
The breakthrough in the understanding of the light observed by Curie was made
by Cherenkov, who was unaware of the results of Mallet. He first observed the light
produced in 16 different liquid media by eye [8]. The intensities in all media varied little.
The fact that quenching agents had no effect on the intensity and also the fact that there
was no temperature effect proved that the light was not produced by fluorescence. He
observed also a 20% polarisation effect by the use of a Nicol prism. Next he showed in two
papers describing experiments with /?- and 7-sources in a magnetic field that the light
was only produced by charged particles [9,10], He obtained results on the spectral density
(proportional to I/A3) [11] and on the total intensity [12] which were compatible with the
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theory of Prank and Tamm described in the next paragraph. The angular distribution of
the emitted light was also the same as expected by the theory [13,14,15]. A very accurate
measurement was not possible due to the fact that mono-energetic, collimated beams of
charged particles were not available at that time.

Figure 1.1: The polarisation of photons produced in the Cherenkov process. The charged
particle moves along the z-direction while the photons are produced at the top of the
cone
The first theoretical explanation of the Cherenkov radiation was given by Frank and
Tamm [16]. They calculated the energy deposited by a charged particle moving with
a constant velocity in a transparent dielectric using Maxwell's equations. If /3 is the
velocity of the particle relative to the speed of light in vacuum and n is the refractive
index they found no energy deposit for /3n < 1 while for /?n > 1 light is emitted in a
direction with an angle B with respect to the direction of the velocity of the particle. For
6 the relation
(1.1)
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was derived. Their result for the total deposited energy per unit of track length was:
-(/?n(u,))- 2 ) «<W

(1.2)

where e is the charge of an electron, pi0 is the permittivity of vacuum and the integration
is only performed over the region where /3n(w) > 1. The energy dependence of n due to
dispersion is explicitly noted. They also derived the Cherenkov radiation to be polarised
as shown in figure 1.1. All these results were confirmed by the observations of Cherenkov.

1.2

Instrumentation in high energy physics

This section discusses very briefly the instrumentation techniques used in high energy
physics. A more detailed review can be found in reference [17]. High energy physics
studies interactions of particles at an energy scale of 10s electron-volt per particle and
higher. Generally speaking the following scheme is used:
Pi P2 -+ X
In this scheme pi and p 2 are the primary particles of known energy and X is the final
state which consists of two or more particles. The interaction between particles p : and
P2 determines the possible states X and their production rate. Angular and/or energy
distributions of a specific state X or of a sum of states X are investigated. All final states
of interest should be detectable in the experiment.
The detectors can be grouped into various categories which each have their specific
task. The first group are instruments that measure the trajectories, or projections of
these, of the outgoing charged particles. Often detectors of this group are placed inside
a magnetic field. This field allows to determine the momentum and charge sign of a
charged particle. The accuracy on the momentum is high if the particle has a low
momentum and if the velocity of the particle is perpendicular to the magnetic field. At
very low momentum the resolution is limited by the scattering of the particle with nuclei
of matter (multiple scattering). Detectors of the second group are called calorimeters
and they measure the kinetic energy of charged and neutral particles. In the calorimeter
the particles interact with dense materials. The exchanged energy is either transferred to
a particle in the matter or used to produce a new particle. The process is repeated until
all particles are captured. The energy released by this process is detected and allows a
reconstruction of the energy of the original particle. The relative accuracy of calorimeters
is higher for high energetic particles.
Besides the energy of a particle also its identity can be of importance in the investigation of the final state X. Table 1 shows the charged particles that can be expected
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Family

Name

Symbol

Mass (MeV)

Lifetime in
rest frame (s)

Charged particles
Leptons

Mesons
Baryons

electron
positron
muon
pi-meson
K-meson
Droton
anti-proton

e
e+

K±
P
P

Neutral
G-bosons
Mesons
Baryons

photon
K-meson
neutron
anti-neutron

7

K?,
n
fi

0.511
0.511
105.7
139.6
493.7
983.3
983.3
particles
0.0

497.7
939.5
939.5

stable
stable
2.20 x 10"6
2.60 x 10- s
1.24 x 10" 8
stable
stable
stable
5.18 x 10~8
925
925

Table 1.1: Particles, which are produced in the primary vertex and which travel macroscopic distances before decaying

in the detectors because their lifetime is long enough to traverse macroscopic distances.
Some of the particles can already be identified with the detectors mentioned before. A
muon loses its energy by ionisation only and therefore passes right through a calorimeter
without being stopped. Photons, electrons and hadrons can be separated by the way
they produce a shower in the calorimeter. For separation of hadrons(7r,K,p) another
detector is needed. Some of these detectors measure the velocity of a particle. Knowing
the velocity and the energy or momentum of a particle, its mass can be determined and
thus the particle can be identified. Charged hadrons can be identified below 1 GeV with
Time Of Flight (TOF) counters which measure the time the particle needs to travel a
known distance. Another method to identify particles in the same energy region is by
measuring the ionisation loss per unit of track length in a gas. For a higher energy range
the velocity can be determined indirectly e.g. by using the Cherenkov effect. Threshold
Cherenkov (TC) counters use the Cherenkov condition (/?n > 1) to determine whether
the velocity of a charged particle is below or above a threshold value. This only allows
identification in a small energy range. Ring Imaging CHerenkov counters (RICH), that
measure the Cherenkov angle for charged particles, can be used to identify particles in
the energy range of 2 - 100 GeV (see chapter 2). Above this range Transition Radiation
(TR) counters can be used for particle identification [18].
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Physics motivation for particle identification
The standard model

Some principal questions in the field of high energy physics are: what are the most fundamental constituents of matter and what are the interactions between those constituents?
At the energy scale (and distance scale) in high energy physics the effects due to bulk
properties of matter are very small and thus matter can be regarded as consisting of
individual particles. These particles can be divided in three groups: the leptons, the
hadrons and the gauge bosons. Leptons are spin 1/2 particles that only have weak and
electromagnetic interaction. Leptons are presently thought to be basic constituents. The
hadrons can be subdivided in two groups: the bosons, called mesons, and the fermions,
called baryons. Bosons are built out of quark anti-quark pairs while baryons consist of
three quarks. Also these quarks are thought to be basic constituents. Free quarks have
not been observed; this is most probably due to the strong interaction. Table 1.2 shows
the six leptons and six quarks which are presently considered to be the basic constituents.
The gauge bosons are particles that mediate the interaction between particles. They will
be described in the following paragraph.
Quantum electrodynamics, a theory describing the electromagnetic interaction, has
proven to be very successful in the past decades. It possesses a high predictive power
(especially at low energy) and no discrepancies between theory and experiment have been
found yet. The gauge boson of the electromagnetic interaction is called the photon. The
theory has been extended by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [19,20,21], to incorporate
also the weak interaction. This new model predicted the existence of two groups of new
particles and of a new kind of interaction called the neutral current. The neutral cunvut
has been found by the experiment Gargamelle in v^ e scattering [22] and in v^ N scattering
[23], where TV is a nucleus. The first group consists of three particles, the vectorbosons
Z°, W + and W~ , which were discovered by the UA1 and UA2 collaborations at the
masses predicted by the theory [24,25,26,27]. These particles are the gauge bosons of the
weak interaction. No experimental evidence has been found yet for the second group of
particles, which are called the Higgs particles. The theory predicts at least one neutral
Higgs particle (H°), but no upper limit is given on the number of particles in this group.
On the same basis as the two previously mentioned theories a third theory has been
developed to describe the strong interaction. This theory, which is called Quantum
Chromo Dynamics, does not share the success of the other two but still allows to calculate
some processes with reasonable predictions. The gauge bosons of the strong interaction
are called gluons. The coupling of the gravitational force is too small to be of any
importance in high energy physics.
The total theory which contains the electroweak theory and QCD , with their related
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Charge
Quarks

+2/3

Leptons

-1/3
-1
0

First family

Second family
charm (c)
strange (s)
down (d)
electron (e)
muon (pi)
electron-neutrino (us.) muon-neutrino (^M)

up (u)

Third family
top (t)
bottom (b)
tau-lepton (r)
tau-neutrino {vT)

Table 1.2: The basic constituents of matter in the standard model apart from the gauge
bosons. The existence of the top-quark has not been proven by experiments yet.
gauge bosons, and the three families of doublets for both leptons and quarks is called
the standard model.

1.3.2

Large Electron Positron collider (LEP)

The Large Electron Positron collider, which is presently under construction at CER.N. will
TTf .'ide the possibility to test the standard model extensively. In LEP beams of electrons
are made to collide with beams of positrons, where electrons and positrons have equal
energy which can be up to 50 GeV in LEP phase I and up to 100 GeV in LEP phase II.
Detectors, instrumented as described in section 1.2, are placed at four interaction points,
which allow to detect the final states X in the reaction: e + e~ —> X . The names of these
four detectors are: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL. Of these four detectors DELPHI
is the only one that uses the Cherenkov radiation for particle identification.

1.3.3

Flavor tagging

One of the most important reactions of the electron positron pair in LEP is the formation
of a fermion-antifermion ( / / ) pair as described in figure 1.2. The fermion can either be
a lepton (/) or a quark (q). The case of neutrino-anti neutrino production can not be
detected in leading order. The muon or election pairs can be seen by the detector. Tau
pairs decay before they can be detected, but their decay produr»,s are observable. In
the case of quark pairs the picture is a bit different. Free quark do not exist in nature
and are therefore not detectable. Instead the quarks fragment into many mesons and
baryons. In the detector these particles will be observed in a space cone around the
direction of the initial quark. The collection of many particles in this cone is called a jet.
Reactions in which a qq pair is produced, give a two jet event in the simplest cases. In
these hadronic reactions some distinction can be made between the different quark flavors
from the width of the jets. In the case of a it event at LEP energy the distribution of
mesons and baryons is almost isotropic [28]. A clear distinction between the other kinds
of qq events is much harder when only the angular and energy distribution of the events is
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Z°

Figure 1.2: Leading order Feynman diagram for / / production at the Z°mass.
regarded. Particle identification helps to make a distinction between the different flavors
of the jets [29,30]. For instance a jet with a K-meson, with high momentum relative to
the jet energy, is a signature of an s-quark production in the primary interaction. The
flavor tagging allows to examine the angular and energy distributions of qq reactions for
different quarks predicted by the standard model.
A second area where particle identification is of importance is the field of heavy flavor
mesons and baryons. These particles are unstable and they decay frequently by weak
interaction through the cascade: t —> b —+ c —* s. As a result a K-meson is often
produced in a heavy flavor decay. A careful study of all possible decay modes of a heavy
flavor particle is another test of the standard model. Especially the CP violation which
should be detectable in the B°B system can be measured through it's decay in K- and
7r-mesons.
In addition to the RICH a second important tool in heavy flavor physics is the micro
vertex detector. This is a detector which can discriminate charged particles coming from
the primary vertex (where the electron and positron collide) from particles produced
in a secondary vertex, in the decay of an unstable particle that has traveled a small
distance away from the primary vertex. Since heavy flavor hadrons generally have a decay
length in the order of millimeters, which is measurable by the micro vertex detector, the
combination of this detector with RICH counters provide a very powerful tool in heavy
flavor physics. To illustrate this more clearly the detection of the charmed D meson is
shown in figure 1.3 from reference [31], The search is performed by an investigation of
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the invariant mass of groups of two or more particles. The invariant mass m for a group
of N particles is defined by the formula:
m2c4 = E2 - p2c2
where E is the sum of the energies and p is the sum of the momenta of the N particles.
If the N particles were produced in a decay of the D-meson, their invariant mass is equal
to the mass of the D-meson. The decay Z?* —> Kirn is investigated in the example.
Figure 1.3a is a histogram of the invariant mass of three hadrons with the selection
criteria that the charged hadrons are inside the same jet and have a total charge of ±e
with e the electron charge. Figure 1.3b shows the same set with extra selection criteria:
one hadron is identified as a K and the two others as ir and all three particles come from
the same secondary vertex which is more than 0.5 mm away from the primary vertex.
This example shows clearly the importance of RICH counters (particle identification and
micro vertex detectors (secondary vertices) in the search of heavy flavor hadrons.

140
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Invariant mass (GeV/c2) Figure 1.3: The simulation of the D-meson signal in the e+e~reaction at the Z°mass. (a)
the invariant mass of three hadrons with the correct sign (b) hadrons assigned as KTTTT
and secondary vertex 0.5 mm or more away from interaction point
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The Higgs particle

Another important topic in LEP is the search for the Higgs particle. For the minimal
standard model a neutral Higgs (H°) is expected but no prediction can be made for it's
mass. The standard model predicts that the Higgs particle decays preferentially into a
/ / pair or a vector boson pair which has the highest mass that is kinematically allowed
[32]. If the Higgs mass is within the reach of LEP I, this will most probably be either
a HOT a ft&pair. The identification of the flavor of a jet will contribute significantly in
reducing the background for the search of the Higgs particle, and RICH counters are
expected to be important therefore. There are several production channels of the Higgs
particle.
The first channel is the decay of the Z°. There are two decays where the Higgs
signal can be separated from the background: Zc —• H° 1+ 1" and Z° —> H° v v. The first
method works very well if the Higgs mass is reasonably low, but the branching ratio for
the lepton decay channel gets smaller than 10~5 if the Higgs mass is higher than 30 GeV
[32]. This number has to be compared to the expected rate of Z° which is several million
per year. The advantage of the neutrino channel for Higgs searches is that it's branching
ratio is six times larger than that of the ,u+^~channeL Unfortunately the background is
also at least an order of magnitude higher. Detailed studies have shown that this method
also works well is the Higgs mass is below 30 GeV, but above this limit this channel is
less successful.
A second channel for Higgs search is the decay of toponium. Toponium (symbol 9) is a
bound state of a top and anti-top quark. Similar states called 3/ip and T have been found
for the charm and bottom quark pairs, respectively. While the latter decay basically
through the strong interaction, in toponium the weak and electromagnetic decays are
also of great importance depending on the mass of toponium. One of these decays
involves also the Higgs particle : 6 —* H° 7 . This decay channels is favored by a high
toponium mass, while the Higgs mass relative to the toponium mass should be small [33].
As an example, a toponium mass of 80 GeV and a Higgs mass of 40 GeV would result in
several hundred decays per year at LEP. This is two orders of magnitudes higher than
that of the reaction: Z° -> H° 1+ 1" .
If the Higgs mass is bigger than that of toponium or if top is too massive, Higgs
particles may not be found in LEP I. At higher energies (LEP II) the Higgs particle can
be found in the channel e + t~ —> H° Z°. The best way to detect the Z°in this case is by
it's leptonic decay [34]. Detection by the hadronic decay will have too much background.
In this way Higgs particles can be found if it has a mass smaller than the Z° mass. If the
Higgs mass is bigger than the Z°mass the production e + e~ —> Z° Z° will dominate and
the Higgs can not be found this way.
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1.3.5

W pair physics

At beam energies higher than 85 GeV per beam a new realm of physics is achievable
though the reaction e + c~ —> W + W~. This reaction involves three-gauge vertices (see
figure 1.4) of which the coupling strengths are predicted by the standard model. The
measurement of the total cross section of W pair production will be the first check on
these vertices.

.. w-

* w, w+

w-

cc

Figure 1.4: The leading order Feynman diagrams for W pair production

For beam energies above 95 GeV the above mentioned cross section is almost flat
and around 10000 W pairs are expected per year [35]. Since the branching ratio of a W
decay into hadrons is approximately | a large sample of the reactions W + —> q q1 and
W~ -+qq' can be obtained (qjs an uplike quark, q' is a downlike quark). The chance of
the W decaying into a pair qq' is described by the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements
Vqq> [36,37]. Since the particle identification allows to separate jets by it's quark flavor,
the W decays allow to determine some of the KM matrix elements [38]. In the standard
model a relation between these elements is given, the W decays allow to check these
relations.
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Conclusions

In this section the role of particle identification for the physics done with LEP has been
explained. The particle identification plays an important role in the events where hadrons
are produced in the form of jets. The flavor of a jet can be determined with particle
identification. This tool is not only of importance for tests of the standard model on
the Z° decay, but is also much needed in the search of the Higgs particle. The particle
identification allows furthermore to determine some of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix
elements which are fundamental parameters of the standard model.

Chapter 2
RICH counters
2.1

Theory of Cherenkov counters

It was shown in the previous chapter that charged particles can be identified by measuring the Cherenkov angle when simultaneously its energy or momentum are known. A
way to perform this measurement is the Ring Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) technique. In
this technique charged particles traverse a dielectric (radiator) where Cherenkov light is
produced if the condition for radiation is fulfilled. A position sensitive photon detector
allows to reconstruct the Cherenkov angle 9 for each individual photon, since the trajectory of the charged particle is known. Using Planck's relation (E = hui) and equation 1.2
the number of photons Ar, expected in the photon detector, can be derived:
i(w))-2) e(w) du

(2.1)

In this formula L is the track length inside the radiator and e(ui) is the efficiency for
detecting a photon produced in the radiator. For practical use this formula is often
written in another form:
N

= NoxL

xsia.20

(2.2)

a/) <k,

(2.3)

with sin 2 0 averaged over the energy range. These formula's and the formula for the
Cherenkov angle (cos 9 = l/(/?n)) are fundamental in the understanding of Cherenkov
counters. With them the energy range for separating two specific particles can be
determined. If the photon detector can determine the Cherenkov angle for a photon with a standard deviation of <r#, the precision for the Lorentz factor of a particle
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7 = (1 - 02)

1/2

= E/mc2, can be derived from equation (1.1) (see reference [1]):
cr-, j2/33 n oe
y2/33 n erg sin 6
—- =
—- — —;
—=

(2.4)

The righthand side of this equation shows that for a good determination of 7 for high
momentum particles (/? « 1) the three following conditions have to be fulfilled: the
Cherenkov angle has to be very small (which means the refractive index has to be very
close to 1), the error on the Cherenkov angle has to be small and the number of produced
photons iV has to high ( the track length L in the detector has to be long). The condition
for the small Cherenkov angle can only be fulfilled by using gases as radiators, so high
momentum particles can only be identified using gas Cherenkov counters. If for the
unambiguous separation of two particles of the same energy or momentum with masses
mi and m,2 (mi < m.2) a separation of x standard deviation in 7 is required to identify
the particle unambiguously, the upper limit for separation is given by the condition:

,
(max r^max 3

y/N

Am

v

xn sin V erg

m2

In this equation Am = m 2 — m\ and 7 max and 3max are given for the particle with the
lowest mass (m,). The factor x depends not only on experimental conditions such as the
background, but depends also slightly on the power of the reconstruction program. In
practice this factor is between 3 and 5.
In the energy range where the condition of Cherenkov radiation is fulfilled for the
particle with lowest mass (/?in > 1) while it is not fulfilled for the higher mass particle (@2n < l)i a RICH counter (or any other kind of Cherenkov counter) can be
used as threshold Cherenkov counter (TC) for separating particles with masses raj and
mi- Slightly above the limit of radiation for the particle with mass mj, the number
of Cherenkov photons detected for an individual particle varies enormously, since this
process follows the Poisson statistics with a low average number of photons. As a result
for many particles in this energy region no photons are detected although the condition
for radiation is fulfilled. Since this leads to a wrong assignment of particles it is preferred
not to use the Cherenkov counter in this region. If the effect of background is ignored
and the maximum allowable fraction of misidentification is 6, then the minimum average
number of photons required, given by the Poisson statistics, is npm = — In 5. This leads
to the following lower limit in j3:

To illustrate this effect for the case of the barrel-RICH, to be discussed in section 2.4,
figure 2.1 shows the number of photons for the two radiators (n = 1.28 and 1.0023). The
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Figure 2.1: Number of photons radiated for a high and a low index of refraction radiator
in the barrel-RICH. The JV0 used for this figure is 6.0 mm" 1 for the low and 8.2 mm" 1
for the high index of refraction. The radiator lengths are 1 and 35 cm, respectively.

number of photons emitted by particles with ^ w 1 is on average 25 for the high and 16
for the low index of refraction radiator. From the figure it can be seen that the above
mentioned increase in threshold with respect to the Cherenkov condition will be higher
in the case of the radiator with lower index of refraction. Calculations show an increase
of 5 and 20% in energy with respect to the Cherenkov limit for the, respectively, high
and low index of refraction radiators, if the misidentification is maximally 5%.
In this section it was shown that many parameters in addition to the accuracy of
the Cherenkov angle determine the performance of a RICH counter. The lower limit
of the energy range for separating two particles is determined mainly by the index of
refraction and the mass of the lightest particle, but depends also on the efficiency for
photo detection described by No and on the radiator length L. Besides these factors the
upper limit is determined also by the accuracy on the Cherenkov angle and on the mass
difference between the two particles.
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Figure 2.2: Principles of the RICH technique, (a) proximity focussing (b) focussing with
parabolic mirror.

2.2

Principle of the RICH

A RICH counter has to be able to determine the Cherenkov angle for charged particles
accurately if the trajectories and momenta of the particles are known. Since the angle
is reconstructed using the detection points of Cherenkov photons, a strong correlation
should exist between the points and the angle. In this section two techniques will be
explained to obtain this correlation. The first and simplest technique is called "proximity
focussing", while the second is "focussing with a parabolic (spherical) mirror".
The simplest RICH technique is illustrated in figure 2.2a. The photons which are
produced in a thin radi-tor, with index of refraction n, traverse a transfer region after
which they enter the photon detector. Due to refraction the angle between the directions
of motion of photon and particle in the transfer region is not the Cherenkov angle. The
ratio radiator thickness to length of the transfer region has to be small (< 0.1) for an
accurate reconstruction of the Cherenkov angle since the point of origin of the photon in
the radiator is unknown. In high energy physics experiments space is often limited and
thus the radiator should be made as thin as possible. On the other side, the number of
photons is proportional to the radiator thickness. In practice proximity focussing can
only be applied to liquids and solids as radiators since they have a high index of refraction
and thus emit many photons per unit of track length. This means that the technique of
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proximity focussing can not be used for separation of particles with /? « 1.
The second method, which uses parabolic or spherical mirrors for focussing, is illustrated in figure 2.2b. This method was originally proposed by Roberts with a lens and a
flat mirror [39] as an extension of the already existing technique for threshold Cherenkov
counters. Later the method was developed and proven to be successful by Ypsilantis and
Sequinot with a spherical mirror [1,2,40]. The method is based on the focal properties of
parabolic and spherical mirrors. The Cherenkov cone is focused on a circle in the focal
plane, with the radius of the circle r given by r = / tan 6 where / is the focal length of
the mirror. The advantage of this method compared to the proximity focussing is that it
is also applicable to thick radiators, thus also to gas radiators where sin 8 is small. The
latter allows to use this method for the separation of high momentum particles, with 0
close to 1.
In section 2.1 the factors determining the useful energy range for separation were
given for a radiator with index of refraction n. When a radiator has a too limited energy
range, a combination of radiators can be used. An example of this is a RICH consisting
of a radiator containing a liquid using the proximity focussing, and a radiator with a gas
and a focussing mirror. In this method one single photon detector can be used where
the photons from ;he liquid radiator enter on one side while those of the gas radiator
enter on the opposite side. In order to improve the reconstruction of the Cherenkov
angle the photon detector should be able to determine at which side the photons are
produced. The indices of refraction should be chosen in such a way that the upper limit
of separation for the liquid radiator overlaps with the lower limit of the gas radiator. In
section 2.5 it will be shown that such a choice is not always possible and may result in
a hole for the identification power of the RICH counter.

2.3

Photon detector

The photon detector should be able to detect single photons with an accurate space
resolution. The technique described in this section is based on the experience of high
energy physicists with detectors for measuring the trajectory of charged particles, which
are called wire chambers. The principle of the photon detector is sketched infigure2.3.
It consists of a gas tight box with one or two entrance windows, allowing the Cherenkov
photons to enter the detector. Inside the box an homogeneous electric field is maintained
and the box is filled with a special gas. At the high potential side of the box an electron
detector is placed. Photons entering the detector are converted to electrons by a special
additive to the gas in the box. The electrons drift under the influence of the electrical
field towards the electron detector, where they produce a small electrical signal. This
signal is amplified and recorded by electronics instruments controlled by a computer.
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Figure 2.3: Principle of the photon detector. The electric field is along the ^-direction.
In the process of photo conversion a photon ionises an atom or molecule and an
electron/ion pair is produced. The choice of photo converter is influenced by many
factors of which some will be discussed here. The sensitive wavelength region of the
photon converter should preferably be in or near the visible region, where a broad range
of indices of refraction is available in a wide variety of suitable radiator media. Actually,
however, sufficient photo-conversion efficiency can only be obtained in the far UV, which
not only limits the choice on radiators with the appropriate index of refraction, but
also makes the construction and operation of the detector more difficult, because small
amounts of water and oxygen can have already a substantial effect on the transmission
in this wavelength region. Another important point determining the choice of the photo
converter is the following. When a photon enters a homogeneous medium, the distance
it travels before being absorbed is described by the distribution P(l) = exp(-//A) where
A is the photo absorption length. The thickness of the photon detector is determined
by the maximum allowable inefficiency of the photon detector and the photo absorption
length. As an example; the requirement of a maximum inefficiency of 5% prescribes the
photon detector to be at least 3A thick. This means that the photo absorption length
should be small at the wavelength region where the photo detector is sensitive. Since the
photo converter is added to the gas inside the box as a vapor, it should have a sufficiently
high vapor pressure at the operation conditions of the detector. In practice the photo
absorption length is of the order of 10 mm.
The best candidate found presently as photo converter is Tetrakis diMetyl- Amino
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Ethene (TMAE) [41]. Its quantum efficiency starts rising from zero at 220 nm to 40%
at 160 nm [42], where the latter is the cutoff wavelength for transmission through fused
quartz windows. A major disadvantage of TMAE is its chemical reactivity. TMAE reacts
strongly with oxygen and the oxidation products produced in this reaction have a strong
negative influence on the performance of the photon detector. Therefore the fraction of
oxygen in the gas inside the photon detector should be at or below the 1 ppm level. More
details on this subject can be found in chapter 5.
One electron is produced for each converted photon but not all photons are converted
because the excited molecule can also lose its energy by other processes. In the absence of
an electric field the electron would make a random motion called Brownian motion, until
it will be captured. Under the influence of the electric field the electron is accelerated
in the direction opposite the direction of the field until it collides with a gas atom or
molecule. In these collisions energy is exchanged between the electron and gas particle.
Consequently, on top of the Brownian motion, the electron moves in a direction opposite
to that of the electric field. The velocity of this motion is constant on a macroscopic scale
provided the electric field is constant. The direction of the macroscopic motion follows
the electric field line. The magnitude of the velocity depends on the magnitude of the
electric field, on the rate of collisions and on the average energy loss per collision. The
latter two factors are determined by the properties of the gas inside the box.
If the drift velocity is known, the «-coordinate of the conversion point can be determined from the time interval between conversion and detection in the electron detector
(see figure 2.3). The other two coordinates x and y are measured by the electron detector.
The accuracy that can be obtained in the conversion point is limited by the Brownian
motions of the electron. Due to the random motions the position of the electron can not
be predicted and a probability distribution is used to describe its position. Since the average displacement is zero for random processes, the average of the position distribution
is given by the drift velocity. The square of the displacement is proportional to time for
a random distribution and this means that the square of the standard deviation of the
position distribution of the electron is proportional to the drift time and thus the drift
length. This results in the following equation for the accuracy as by which the conversion
point ce.n be determined:
as2 = aD2 x L + <T02

(2.7)

In this equation a0 is the position accuracy of the electron detector. The constant Go is
called the diffusion constant which can be different along the electric field (longitudinal
diffusion <TL) and perpendicular to the electric field (transverse diffusion cry). So the
choice of the drift gas together with the experimental conditions determine the accuracy
of the photon detector that can be obtained. In chapter 3 an investigation is presented
on this subject.
The electron detector consists of potential defining electrodes (generally metallic wires
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and strips) and of thin wires (diameter of order 20 /xm), which will be called sense wires
hereafter. All electrodes and wires are maintained on a fixed potential in such a way
that an electron entering the detector is steered towards a sense wire. The electric field
near the sense wire is very high (up to 40 MV/m) due to the small diameter of the
wire. The behavior of an electron in a high electric field is completely different from
that in a low electric field. When the field is low the energy gained between collisions is
lower than the ionisation potential, but in a high field ionisation can occur. The newly
produced electrons can also ionise and an avalanche of electrons is produced, which
stops when the electrons reach the sense wire. Gas amplifications as high as 4 x 105
can be obtained without saturating the process. The electron detector consists of many
parallel sense wires which are several millimeters apart and which are parallel to the
y-axis. The incoming electrons are steered in such a way that each wire covers an equal
region in x, which allows to measure the x-coordinate of the conversion point with an
accuracy, determined by the distance between sense wires. The j/-coordinate is measured
by electrodes which are placed behind the sense wires (cathode strips). The electrodes
are several centimeters long and several millimeters wide, while the long side is parallel to
the z-axis. When an avalanche is produced near the sense wire, a small signal is induced
on the cathode strips near the avalanche. The fact that the signal is the highest on
the strip nearest to the avalanche, allows to determine the y-direction of the conversion
point, with an accuracy determined by the width of the strip. Great care has to be
taken in order to assure that all the electrons produced in the drift tube are seen by
the electron detector. Also the correlation between the x- and y-coordinate of the point
where the electron left the drift tube, and the coordinate of the detection point, should
be known with an accuracy satisfying the aims of the detector. For obvious reasons the
electron detector, described previously, is called often Multi Wire Proportional Chamber
(MWPC). This nomenclature will also be followed in the rest of this thesis.
There is a drawback in the gas amplification. In the formation of the avalanche not
only new electrons are produced but also UV photons. These photons can be converted
by TMAE to electrons and produce after-pulses on the same or on neighbouring sense
wires. Since the size of the avalanche for electrons produced by photo ionisation is not
big, the background effects are only moderate. Charged particles however crossing the
photon detector produce clusters with several hundred of electrons and the effect of
after pulses becomes very serious for these signals. To counteract the above mentioned
effect optical blinds are placed between the sense wires which decrease the effect of after
pulsing by two orders of magnitude. Electrodes are placed on the optical blinds, in order
to assure the correct electrical field inside the MWPC.
During the process of gas amplification many ions are produced which drift back into
the drift tube. The process of drifting is very similar to that of the electron, but the
drift velocity is three orders of magnitude lower for the ions mainly due to the difference
in mass. This results in a net space charge which deforms the homogeneous electrical
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field inside the drift tube (see chapter 4). To decrease the space charge a gating system
is constructed in front of the MWPC which can prevent electrons from entering and
ions from leaving the MWPC. The effectiveness of the gating system depends highly on
the experimental conditions but typically the effective space charge is suppressed by one
order of magnitude. More details on electron detection in RICH counters can be found
in references [43,44,45,46]-

2.4

Description of the DELPHI barrel-RICH

Of the four big detectors at LEP, DELPHI is the only one using RICH counters for particle
identification. DELPHI possesses two RICH counters where one, called the forwardRICH, covers particles with an angle between 5 and 40° with the beam axis, while the
barrel-RICH detects particles having an angle between 45 and 90° with the beam axis.
In the barrel-RICH two radiators are combined with one photon detector as explained
in section 2.2. This thesis describes the investigation of the photon detectors of the
barrel-RICH, but the results can also be applied to other detectors. The photo converter
used in the barrel-RICH is TMAE, which has its useful wavelength range between 160
and 225 nm. As medium for the gas radiator the barrel-RICH uses n-perfluorpentane
(n — C5F12) which has a boiling point of 28 °C and an average index of refraction of
1.0023 at atmospheric pressure. To prevent condensation of the perfluorpentane the
barrel-RICH is heated to 40 °C. As liquid radiator n-perfluorhexane (n — C 6 Fi 4 ) is used,
which has an average index of refraction of 1.28.
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show longitudinal cross sections of the barrel-RICH. Some of the
parts shown in this figure have already been discussed previously, others have not been
discussed since they are part of the mechanical structure.
The heart of the counter is formed by the p'loton detector and radiators. The total
photon detector is subdivided in 48 identical parts, where each part consists of a box
with entrance windows of quartz and of a MWPC. Each box, also called a drift tube,
covers approximately 15° in r</> and 45° in rz when regarded from the interaction point
(the beam axis is parallel to z). This determines the inside dimension of the drift tubes
to be 1.55 m in length (drift direction), 0.355 m in width (r<£ direction). In order to
decrease losses at the entrance window (see chapter 4) the thickness of the drift box is
chosen to be 60 mm at the side near the MWPC decreasing to 45 mm at the opposite
side (HV side). The drift tube is constructed of fused quartz plates, which are glued
to form the drift tube. On the plates metallic strips (Cu/Cr) are deposited through
vacuum deposition which later define the electric field inside the drift tube. In order
to minimize the surface charge on the quartz plate the distance between strips should
be as small as possible. The strips are placed in a pitch of 3 mm while their width is
below 100 fxia in order to minimize the loss through light absorption on the strips while
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Figure 2.4: Longitudinal and transverse view of the barrel-RICH
still satisfying the condition to diminish the surface charge. The liquid radiator, with a
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Figure 2.5: Longitudinal view of a quarter of the barrel-RICH. The wire plane several
centimeters above the drift tube is not shown in the figure.
thickness of 10 mm, is subdivided in the same way as the photon detector, and placed 160
mm away from the drift tube towards the beam axis. The exit window of the radiator is
again made of fused quartz while the rest of the structure is made of a glass fiber epoxy
structure, which minimizes the weight while giving satisfactory mechanical stiffness. For
construction purposes a pair of drift tubes is combined with a pair of liquid radiators to
form a unit which is called bitube. The bitubes are supported by the end flange on one
side and by the midwall on the other.
It is of vital importance for the resolution of the photon detector that the field inside
the drift tube is homogeneous. The field inside the photon detector is maintained primarily by the use of conductive electrodes on the drift tube, which are kept at a constant
potential. Furthermore conductive electrodes at fixed potential are also placed at various
other points in the barrel-RICH to obtain a higher homogeneity of the field in the drift
tube. The purpose of this system of electrodes is not only to provide a homogeneous
electric field inside the drift tube, but also to perform this without producing big discontinuities in the potential distribution of the whole barrel-RICH. These imperfections can
lead to micro discharges and sparks, which emit UV photons and thus provide a serious
background for the photon detector. In the drift tube metallic strips (Cu/Cr) are placed
on the inside and outside of the tube every 3 mm as mentioned in the previous paragraph.
On the outside of the exit window of the liquid radiator strips of conducting polymer have
a pitch of 6 mm. The remaining outside of the liquid radiator is covered by kapton with
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copper strips. The outside of the inner cylinder is also covered with a voltage degrader
consisting of kapton foil with copper strips. A high voltag insulation is constructed between the degrader and the inside structure of the inner cyi.nder. This insulation, which
consists of mylar foils and polyurethane glue, is described in reference [47].
A wire frame, with 100 jum wires every 6 mm, is placed 20 mm away from the drift
tube on the side opposite the liquid radiator. The last potential defining element is the
degrader on the mid wall. It consists of an insulator (macrolon) in which concentric
circular grooves are machined; inside the grooves 1 mm metallic wires are placed. This
degrader provides a smooth transition between the high voltage on the inner side of the
midwall and ground on the outer side of the midwall. Also the cable connecting the
HV part of the midwall to the power supply is covered with a degrader, in order not to
disturb the field inside the drift tubes. All other conductive parts, including the mirrors,
which were not mentioned previously are kept at ground potential. Calculations with
the program Poisson show that, in the ideal case, a field is obtained inside the drift tube
with the ratio between transverse and longitudinal component of the field smaller than
10~4 (the longitudinal component is the component along the z-axis). The surface and
space charges in the photon detector were omitted in this calculation.
The high voltage system described in the preceding paragraphs is designed to operate
at a tension of 120 kV on the midwall while its maximal certified tension is 150 kV. The
corresponding electrical fields inside the drift tube during operation is 74 kV/m.
The gas radiator is contained in a vessel that also supports 288 parabolic mirrors.
This vessel, built of the end flanges and of the inner and outer cylinder, should be leak
tight since contamination with oxygen deteriorates the UV transmission of the radiator
gas appreciably, hence decreasing the number of detected Cherenkov photons. Since the
inside of the vessel should be kept at 40 °C and the outside of the barrel-RICH at room
temperature, a system containing heating foils, thermal insulation and cooling shields
are incorporated in the end flanges as well as in the inner and outer cylinder. The 288
parabolic mirrors are held in place by a frame of aluminum which is attached to the end
flange. This keeps the position and orientation of the mirror constant with respect to
the photon detector, regardless of the deformations of inner and outer cylinder.
For calibration purposes a system containing 90 optical fibers per bitube will be
installed on the body of the vire frame. This system allows to inject photons at known
positions in the photon detector, thus providing fiducial marks. The photons are either
produced by a UV lamp or by a nitrogen laser, where the lamp simulates photons as
they are produced by the gas radiator. The light coming out of the fiber is focused by
a small lens into the photon detector. Since the photo absorption length for photons
in the TMAE conversion region is around 12 mm, very few conversion points near the
entrance window of the liquid radiator will be obtained with the lamp. For this purpose
light coming from a nitrogen laser can be injected into the drift tube since this light
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has a photo absorption length many orders of magnitude higher than that of the TMAE
region. With this light electrons are not produced by photo conversion, but by a two
photon process involving an unstable excited state (high intensities are needed). The
need of such a calibration system will be discussed in chapter 4 of this thesis.
The other parts of the barrel-RICH, like the support structure, liquid/gas system or
electronics chain, will not be discussed here but a description of these can be found in
reference [48].

2.5

Performance of the barrel-RICH

The barrel-RICH described in the previous section should be able to identify charged
hadrons in the energy region between 2 and 25 GeV. The real performance can only
be measured after the construction of the detector, but preliminary results have been
obtained by simulations and by the construction of a prototype. First the simulations
will be discussed and after that the results of a prototype closely resembling the final
barrel-RICH will be summarized.
One of the parameters determining the upper limit of particle separation is the precision of the Cherenkov angle. Figure 2.6, taken from reference [46], shows the accuracy
of the Cherenkov angle obtained by simulation. There are three factors playing a role in
this accuracy: the chromatic error, the geometric error and the photon detector accuracy.
The influence of other errors can be disregarded. The chromatic error is the error caused
by the dispersion of the index of refraction in the useful wavelength range of TMAE.
The geometric error is the error caused by the focussing method. For the liquid radiator
this is a result of the thickness of the radiator, while for the gas radiator the error is due
to the deviation of linear optics. The contribution of inaccuracy in the Cherenkov angle
caused by the photon detector is due to the uncertainty in the reconstructed photon
conversion point. In the simulation the uncertainty is taken at a drift length of 1 m and
with a value for both the longitudinal and transverse diffusion of 1.8 mm/,/m. Figure 2.6
shows the contribution of the various errors to the total error. For the liquid radiator all
three errors are approximately equal in size and no major improvement can be expected
here. For the gas radiator however the error of the photon detector clearly is dominating
and a drift gas with a low diffusion can improve the performance of the barrel-RICH
substantially. It should be mentioned that in order to profit from a substantially lower
diffusion, MWPC's with a smaller wire and cathode spacing have to be constructed.
The purpose of a RICH counter is not to measure the Cherenkov angle but to identify
charged hadrons. The separation power of the barrel-RICH was therefore simulated under
realistic conditions. Some of the preliminary results of this simulation are illustrated in
figure 2.7, taken from reference [49], where the unambiguous identification of particles is
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Figure 2.6: The resolution of the Cherenkov angle by single photon measurement for
particles that have an angle of 75° with the beam axis: (a) in the liquid radiator and
(b) in the gas radiator. The straight line shows the Cherenkov limit for radiation. The
Cherenkov angle for particles with /? = 1 is 677 mrad for the liquid and 68 mrad for the
gas.

shown inside a 66jet. The figure clearly shows that the RICH has a reduced efficiency
for K/p separation around 8 GeV. This ambiguity in identification is mainly due to the
threshold effect previously discussed in section 2.1. The defect can be partly reduced
by operating the barrel-RICH at a pressure of 1.3 instead of 1.0 bar, which decreases
the momentum at threshold with 14%. This lowers however the effective drift field to
the value of 60 kV/m and also has a large effect on the operation of the MWPC. It is
presently thought that the problems of operating at 1.3 bar can be overcome.
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Figure 2.7: Unambiguous identification in the barrel-RICH of particles with direction
75° with the beam axis, inside a jet produced in a fe&event at the mass of the Z°: (a)
7T-meson, (b) K-meson and (c) proton. The dotted line shows the identification of isolated
pions while the dashed curve shows the chance of a K-meson being identified as K-meson
or proton.

The results obtained with the barrel-RICH prototype are Jescribed in two review papers [50,51]. The prototype consisted of a vessel assuring the proper electrical field,
three photon detectors (1.75 m long and 0.18 m wide), one liquid radiator with nperfluorhexane and a gas radiator with 4 mirrors and isobutane as a medium. The measurements were performed in a 7r-meson beam, containing several percent of K-mesons,
with a momentum of 10 GeV/c. A resolution on the Cherenkov angle of 4.5 mrad for the
gas, and 8.5 mrad for the liquid was obtained when subtracting all known systemetic er-
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rors. These numbers agree with the results of Monte Carlo simulations. For the factor of
merit jV0 (see equation 2.2) the values 8.2 mm" 1 for the gas and 6.0 mm" 1 for the liquid
were obtained. Here the result for the liquid radiator is around 10% less than expected,
which can be attributed to the efficiency of the cathode strips being 90%. It looks very
promising for the final barrel-RICH that, despite the many experimental difficulties that
were encountered, the goals set for the prototype could still be achieved.

2.6

Summary

In this chapter the RICH detectors were investigated. First a brief explanation was given
on the useful energy range of a RICH. After that the two presently used techniques for
ring imaging, proximity focussing and focussing with a parabolic mirror, were explained.
Next the three steps in the photon detector, being photo conversion, drift of the electron
and electron detection, were explained. Then the barrel-RICH in Delphi was described
briefly. Finally the performance of the barrel-RICH was investigated, by looking at the
results of simulation and of measurements performed with the barrel-RICH prototype.

Chapter 3
The drift gas in the photon detector
3.1

Introduction

Well-functioning photon detectors are crucial to RICH counters as discussed in chapter 2.
One of the free parameters in the barrel-RICH of Delphi is the drift gas inside the photon
detector. Most of the criteria leading to the choice of the drift gas will be considered in
this chapter.
Table 3.1 lists the properties that play a role in the performance of the photon detector. The first part of the table shows requirements that have to be satisfied in order
to achieve the performance given in the technical proposal of Delphi. The second part
shows properties that simplify the operation and maintenance of the detector, including
the data analysis. These properties will be discussed below in the order in which they
are listed in table 3.1.
The multi wire proportional chamber (MWPC) detects single electrons, produced
in the conversion of Cheienkov photons, and clusters with several hundred electrons,
produced in ionisation of the drift gas by charged particles. The drift gas, which is
also used in the MWPC, has to permit a stable operation under conditions where the
MWPC is highly efficient for single electrons. Cherenkov photons would be absorbed
before conversion, if the UV absorption of the drift gas is high in the wavelength region
where the photon detector is efficient (see section 2.3). Clearly the electrons should
not be absorbed by electro-negative impurities while drifting towards the MWPC. The
parameter characterizing this absorption is the attenuation length and will be discussed
in more detail in chapter 5. A chemical reaction between the TMAE and the drift gas can
deteriate the quantum efficiency for photo conversion drastically. Furthermore reaction
products can be produced which are electro-negative and/or have a high absorption of
UV photons. The last item in the list of necessary properties is the diffusion coefficient.
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This coefficient characterizes the maximal space resolution that can be obtained by the
photon detector due to the thermal motion of the electron (see section 2.3). In the
technical proposal of DELPHI [52] a diffusion of 1.8 mm/v/^n is quoted.
The properties listed in the second part of the table will make the barrel-RICH easier
to handle. If the drift velocity is larger than 60 mm//is all electrons have arrived at
the MWPC before the next beam-crossing. More important is a negligible dependence
of the drift velocity on the value of the drift field and the mixing ratio of a mixture;
a strong dependence would complicate the gas- and high voltage system considerably
and/or would increase the necessary calibration rate substantially. The next point in the
table is the magnetic field. A high effect of the magnetic field on electrons in the drift
tube decreases the diffusion perpendicular to the drift direction (see reference [53,54]).
But a high effect of the magnetic field also deteriates the resolution of the MWPC and
complicates the gating system described in section 2.3. So in fact a "moderate" effect
of the magnetic field on the electrons is preferred. A low aging effect of the MWPC
means a long lifetime for one of the most delicate parts of the ba.r~°l-RICH. Since the
aging is mainly caused by the charged particles traversing the photon detector a low
specific ionisation would also be a nice property for the drift gas to possess. There are
however indications that there is also another process which attributes more to the aging
than the ionisation rate from charged particles [55]: in a test with a MWPC pulses were
detected with a frequency of 100 Hz, which were not due to electrons coming from the
drift volume. A second effect of a low ionisation is a decreased space charge which results
in smaller deviations of the electron drift path (see chapter 4). If the ionisation of the
drift gas is small, also the signals in the MWPC produced by charged particles are s:nall
and therefore the MWPC will be more stable. A high ion mobility also diminishes space
charge (see chapter 4). The last two items in the list are not of physical but more of
financial and technical nature. A pure gas simplifies the gas system considerably. Exotic
and expensive gases can't be used for the barrel RICH because the drift gas can't be
easily recovered due to the addition of TMAE.

3.2

History

A lot of factors play a role in the choice of the gas in the photon detector as shown in the
introduction. Originally methane/isobutane mixtures were used in RICH counters [3].
This gas, with a low isobutane fraction (5 - 20%), permits to have a high gas amplification
in the presence of TMAE and a reasonably low diffusion in drift fields below 100 kV/m.
Its stability is attributed to the quenching properties of the UV absorption in the gas
below 160 nm. Photons which are produced in the above mentioned energy region during
gas amplification are absorbed before they can be converted by TMAE. After some time of
experimentation it was found however that the isobutane is adsorbed by liquid TMAE.
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Necessary properties
good stability at high gas amplification (2 x 105)
UV transparent from 160 to 220 nm
low electro-negativity
no chemical reactions with TMAE
longitudinal and transverse diffusion about or smaller than 2 iam/y/m

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Desirable properties
drift velocity larger than 60 mm///s
small dependence of the drift velocity on electrical field and mixing ratio
moderate effect of magnetic field
little tendency towards aging of the chamber
low specific ionisation by charged particles
high ion mobility
cheap gas
pure gas (not a mixture)
Table 3.1: Properties of the drift gas

In an experiment with a transparent TMAE bubbler pure isobutane was led through
TMAE at room temperature. An increase of 30% was seen of the TMAE volume. It is
well known that this type of processes strongly depends on temperature. Due to small
temperature variations of the TMAE bath the liquid will either free or absorb isobutane.
This would result in substantial changes in the mixing ratio of the drift gas. It was also
found that isobutane is slightly electronegative.
A good alternative to the methane/isobutane mixtures are methane/ethane mixtures
[56]. It has similar properties as the previous mixture but does not have the above mentioned disadvantage. In this chapter measurements of the drift velocity and longitudinal
diffusion of this mixture will be described and the consequences of its use in the barrel
RICH will be investigated.

3.3

The experimental set-up

The experiment was performed in a Time Expansion Chamber [57] where the size in
the drift direction was 100 mm (see figure 3.1). Six sense wires were equipped with
home made hybrid preamplifiers ( 2 * 60 mV//xA). The output of the preamplifiers was
attenuated 6 times and then amplified 10 times by a LeCroy 612 A amplifier. One of
its double outputs was fed into a LeCroy 2249 W Analogue to digital Converter (ADC)
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Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up to measure drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion
while the other was connected to a LeCroy 4208 time-digitizer (TDC, resolution 1 ns ).
Drifting electrons were produced by a home made nitrogen laser (A = 337 nm) with
short pulse length (0.5 ns) [58] using double-photon ionisation. Part of the laser beam
was steered into a FND 500 photo diode for trigger purposes and for monitoring the
laser intensity. The main laser beam was attenuated by optical density filters, reflected
over 90 degrees by a double face mirror and focused by a 105 mm lens in the chamber
which yielded a spot size around the focal point with of approximately 50 /jm in the drift
direction. The mirror and lens were translated parallel to the drift field by a Microcontrol
UT 100 sledge (precision 2 /mi).
Gas mixing was controlled by Brooks mass flow controllers which gave a stable
(± 0.5%) flow. The mixture ratio was measured by comparing the flow rates from the
controllers with a soap bubble flow meter (accuracy 0.2 %). Temperature and pressure in
the chamber were checked by a PT-monitor and read out via CAMAC. Since the gas was
not filtered the oxygen concentration was typically 200 ppm and the water concentration
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typically 150 ppm at the outlet of the chamber. The chamber was normally flushed once
per hour.

3.4

Data acquisition and data analysis

The set-up was controlled and readout by a super CAVIAR microcomputer via a CAMAC
bus. The measurement was done completely automatic except for the gas flow and
readout of oxygen and water concentrations which were done manually. The data were
analyzed by the CAVIAR as well.
The laser was firing at 4 Hz. If the CAVIAR was ready, it read out the laser intensity
of the last shot. If this intensity was outside a 30% window around a nominal value the
event was thrown away. Next the ADC's and TDC's were read out. Events with two
adjacent hits were thrown away (to reduce the effect of cross talk). Also events with
negative ADC readout were thrown away (induced cross-talk). Data were taken until
1000 good hits were obtained (for a fixed field and drift distance).
During the measurements the intensity of the laser (w 15 J/m 2 ) was chosen such that
the expected number of hits per wire and per laser shot was smaller than 10% in order
to be sure that signals were produced by single-electron events. The latter was checked
in two ways. When varying the laser intensity around the value used in the diffusion
experiments it was observed that the average number of TDC hits per laser shot and per
wire was quadratically dependent on the laser intensity, which is in agreement with a
two-photon ionisation. When examining the ADC spectra for a range of laser intensities
between the intensity used in the diffusion experiments and one-fifth of this value it was
observed that the shpae of the ADC spectrum varied little for the different intensities.
One can conclude from both observations that a large fraction of the recorded signals
are produced by single-electrons.
The time distribution, obtained in the diffusion measurements, still contained several
hits from cosmic rays (drift times were recorded up to 2 /is). These have little influence
on the mean value of the time distribution but they increase the standard deviation
enormously. All measured drift times were entered in a time distribution histogram. In
order to filter out the cosmics a cut of 6 standard deviations around the bin with maximal
frequency was made. Then a new standard deviation was calculated and the previous
steps were repeated four times.
The measurement and the above mentioned procedure were performed for drift distances of 25, 45, 65, 75, 85 and 95 mm at a constant drift field. As an example, the
average and standard deviation of the time distribution are plotted in figure 3.2 against
the drift distance for a methane/ethane 50/50 mixture at a field of 52 kV/m (at standard
conditions). Then the weighted least-square method was applied for each mixture and
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Figure 3.2: The average (a) and standard deviation squared (b) of the drift time distribution as a function of the drift distance for a methane/ethane 50/50 mixture at a drift
field of 52 kV/m. The weighted least-squaxe fit yielded a drift velocity of 62.91 ± 0.05
mm/fj,s and a longitudinal diffusion of 1.669 ± 0.041
for each drift field in order to obtain the drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion using:

t(z)

=
_

±

(3.1)

" I

(3.2)

with:
t (z), at (z) = average and standard deviation of time distribution
z
= drift distance
w
= drift velocity
6
= zero time constant
<70
= standard deviation at zero drift distance
ai
= longitudinal diffusion
The results of these fits will be shown in the next section.
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Results and discussion

The drift velocities for seven different mixtures are plotted in figure 3.3. The figure shows
that only pure methane saturates in the measured region. Figure 3.4 is a compilation
of figure 3.3 and shows the dependence of the drift velocity on the ethane fraction. The
values for the drift field of 75 kV/m are interpolated using the values obtained for 70
and 80 kV/m. If the results for pure methane are compared with the ones in literature
a good correspondence is found [54,59,60,61,62]. Also the values from reference [50] for
methane/ethane 75/25 are in agreement with the results reported here.
The results on the longitudinal diffusion can be found in figure 3.5 and its compilation
figure 3.6. A least-square fit was made to the function a{E) = a/\/E + b which is
shown in figure 3.5. The correspondence between the data and this very simple model is
reasonable in view of the simplicity of the model [53]. The statistical error is larger than in
the case of the drift velocity. A comparison with literature is much harder because many
of these results are obtained with charged particles. In the latter case measurement
relate to drift properties of clusters of electrons rather than to single electrons. The
drift velocity from charged particle measurements is similar to one from single electron
measurements, but the longitudinal diffusion obtained with charged particles is much
smaller (see reference [63]). The results for methane in [64,65] and methane/ethane
75/25 in [50] are obtained with single electrons and show good correspondence with the
results in this chapter. The result of the diffusion of other mixtures can not be compared
with literature.
The statistical error on the drift velocity is approximately 4 x 10~2 mm//is while the
one of the diffusion is around 0.04 mm/^/ni- Systemetical errors are mainly due to inaccuracy of the mixing ratio of the gas and the inaccuracy of the drift field. Electrostatical
calculations with the program EFIELD show that even for low drift fields (10 kV/m) the
effect of the chamber voltages on the drift field is negligible for distances larger than 20
mm from the grid plane. Because drift velocity and diffusion depend on E/p (where E
the size of the electrical field and p the pressure) the electrical field is corrected to standard conditions of 20 °C and 1000 mbar. The accuracy of the drift voltage is determined
by the calibration of the high voltage power supply (0.5 %).
Another systematic error consists of the fact that not all our hits originate from single
electrons. Applying Poisson statistics we know that of all our events typically 92 % are
single electrons while 4 % are double electrons and 4 % from 3 or more electrons. This
will decrease the standard deviation of the time distribution by 0.4 %. Our results are
not corrected for this.
It can therefore be concluded that the systematic error will be between 0.5 and 1%
for the drift velocity and 1 to 2% for the longitudinal diffusion.
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Figure 3.3: The drift velocity of the methane/ethane mixtures: (a) pure methane,
(b) methane/ethane 90/10, (c) methane/ethane 70/30 (d) methane/ethane 50/50, (e)
methane/ethane 30/70, (f) methane/ethane 10/90 and (g) pure ethane. The curves are
only shown for viewing purposes
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Figure 3.4: Compilation of the drift velocity in methane/ethane mixtures for fields of 50,
75 and 100 kV/m. The curves are only shown to guide the eye.
There are two important factors which have not been included in our measurements
but which are important for the barrel-RICH. The first one is the presence of TMAE in
the drift gas. The effects of TMAE on the drift properties of the gas are expected to
be small since its concentration lies below 1000 pprn. A second factor is the magnetic
field of 1.2 T inside Delphi. In general such a field can influence the drift properties of
a gas substantially, but in the case where magnetic field and electrical field are parallel
the influence of the magnetic field is minimal.
The results presented in this section will be the subject of a forthcoming publication [66].
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Figure 3.5: The longitudinal diffusion of the methane/ethane mixtures: (a) pure
methane, (b) methane/ethane 90/10, (c) methane/ethane 70/30 (d) methane/ethane
50/50, (e) methane/ethane 30/70, (f) methane/ethane 10/90 and (g) pure ethane. The
curves are explained in the text. The error bars shown indicate only the statistical error.
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Figure 3.6: Compilation of the longitudinal diffusion of the methane/ethane mixtures for
fields of 50, 75 and 100 kV/m. The curves are only shown for viewing purposes
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3.6

Consequences for the barrel-RICH

The results obtained should be compared with the goals from the introduction (see
table 3.1). As an example of a mixture we use a methane/ethane 75/25 mixture at a
drift field of 50 kV/m. During the measurements ADC spectra were taken as a check.
A typical spectrum is shown in figure 3.7. A fit was made to the Polya distribution P{x)
[67]:

(x/x)1"1 exp(-bxfx)

(3.3)

which yielded a good correspondence. The pulse-height spectrum shows that single
electrons can be detected with high efficiency. From chemistry it is known that neither methane nor ethane react with TMAE [68,69,70]. Both methane and ethane are
transparent in the UV region where the photon detector is sensitive [46]. The point of
electro-negativity will be discussed in chapter 5 but it may already be mentioned here
that it causes no problem. Figure 3.8 shows that a longitudinal diffusion of 1.8 mm/y'rn
can be easily obtained with the present design parameters. Figure 3.6 indicates clearly
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pulse height (1000 adc counts) —>
Figure 3.7: Histogram of the pulse height spectrum of the anode wires. The curve shown
in the figure is a fitted Polya distribution.
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Figure 3.8: Minimal field required to obtain a longitudinal diffusion of 1.8 mm/\/rri and
a drift velocity of 60 mm//JS as quoted in table 3.1.
that to obtain a low longitudinal diffusion a high ethane concentration is preferred.
Since all requirement for a candidate drift gas from table 3.1 are fulfilled, also the
desirable properties can be examined. For the minimal drift velocity of 60 /xm/ns a
curve is drawn in figure 3.8. This figure shows that such a drift velocity can only be
obtained for mixtures with an ethane fraction lower than 55%. Next item in table 3.1
is the change in drift velocity due to changes in drift field and mixing ratio. The drift
velocity has to change less than 0.1% between calibration runs if the performance quoted
in the technical proposal is kept. In figures 3.9 and 3.10 the ratio's rj and r2 are plotted
versus the ethane fraction at fields of 50 and 75 kV/m. The ratio's are defined by:

vd

for

E

= 1%

(3.4)
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Figure 3.9: The effect on the drift velocity due to a 1% change in the electrical field.
r2 = — ^ for A(ethane fraction) = 1%

(3.5)

where E is the corrected electrical field (to standard conditions). A closer look at figure 3.9 shows that for the example mentioned at the beginning of this section (methane/
ethane 75/25 in field 50 kV/m), a change of at the utmost 0.1% in the drift velocity
implies a stability of minimally 0.2% in the drift field. This is technically feasible. Figure 3.10 shows that the requirement on the ethane fraction is a stability of 0.12% for the
example mixture. This is much harder to obtain.
The effect of the magnetic field on drift properties of gases is given by the parameter
WT, where w is the cyclotron frequency (eB/m) and r is the average time between
collisions of the electron with molecules. Is WT •< 1, then the effect of the magnetic field
is negligible. For UIT ^> 1 the magnetic field dominates some drift properties. In first
order approximation the formula U>T = [J.B can be used for the calculation of UJT [53,71,72]
where y, is the mobility {vi/E) of the electron. For the example mixture at a magnetic
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Figure 3.10: The effect of a 1% change in the mixing ratio on the drift velocity.
field of 1.2 T, uir assumes the value of 1.5 which is reasonable for the barrel-RICH. The
effect of the magnetic field for the case where it is parallel to the electrical field is small
on the drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion as long at wr is not too big. The effect
on the transverse diffusion is given by the formula (see reference [54]):
(3.6)

For the above value of WT = 1.5 this means that the transverse diffusion with magnetic field is 55% of the diffusion without magnetic field. The transverse diffusion for a
methane/ethane 75/25 mixture in a drift field of 55 kV/m and outside a magnetic field
will be shown to be 2.2 mm/-y/m in section 5.4.4. Using this value the transverse diffusion
in the magnetic field becomes 1.2 mm/ v / m.
The aging of the MWPC, enormously enhanced by TMAE, is three times faster in
methane than in ethane [73]. The number of ion pairs, produced by an ionising particle
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and per unit of length, is about two times higher in ethane than in methane [59] (this
is mainly due to the difference of electron density). The ion mobility of TMAE ions
in different gases has not been measured yet, but it can be argued that the mobility is
higher in the case of methane. As a last point one can remark that methane and ethane
are moderately priced gases.

3.7

Conclusion

In this chapter it is shown that methane/ethane mixtures possess all the necessary properties to serve as drift gas in the photon detectors of the barrel-RICH. For a small
longitudinal diffusion, a high stability of the drift velocity and a small aging rate of the
multi-wire proportional chamber, a high ethane concentration is preferred, while for a
low space charge and a high drift velocity a low ethane concentration is advantageous.

Chapter 4
Electrostatic deformations
4.1

Introduction

The performance of the RICH counters depends largely on the accuracy of the photon
detector, as already emphasized before. The influence of the drift gas on the performance
of the photon detector was considered in detail in the previous chapter. Investigations
on the deviation from the straight drift path due to space- and surface charges inside
the drift tube will be presented in this chapter. It will be shown that deformations up
to 10 mm can be expected. Clearly this implies the necessity of a calibration system as
described in chapter 2.

4.2

Theory

Electrons drifting in a gas follow a path according to the electric fi?ld line on a macroscopic scale in the absence of a magnetic field (see section 2.3). As a consequence the
electric field inside a drift tube has to be parallel to the axis of the tube to obtain a
straight drift path. Deviations from a straight drift path are caused by the transverse
field components, which can be due to distorting factors like space and surface charges.
In order to understand the effect of space charge on the drift path, calculations of the
electric field are presented inside a rectangular box with homogeneous space charge.
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Figure 4.1: The coordinate system used in the space charge calculations. The point in
the figure is the origin.

4.2.1

Poisson's equation

To calculate the effect of the space charge in a quantitative way Poisson 's equation is
used :
(4.1)
In this equation 4> is the electrostatic potential, A is the Laplace operator (V 2 ), p is the
space charge density and «o is the permittivity of vacuum. The potential <f> is split in
two parts 4>i and 4>2 where the first part is the contribution due to the drift field and the
second part is the contribution due to the space charge. Like in previous chapters the
dimension that is measured by the wires is called x, the one measured by the cathodes y
and the drift direction z. The origin is chosen in the middle of the tube for the x- and ydirections and at the entrance of the multi-wire proportional chamber for the 2-direction
(see figure 4.1).
The calculation of the field due to the electrodes is quite simple and straightforward.
We can use the Laplace equation A<^i = 0 with the boundary conditions:
(j>-i(x,y,0) = 0 for - h < x < +h and - d < y < +d
4>i(x, y,L) = 4>o for — h < x < +h and — d < y < +d
4>\{±h, ±d, z) = z/L -4>0 for 0 < z < L
where L is the length of the drift tube (z-direction), 2h is its width (ar-direction ) while
its height is Id (y-direction). The solution is clearly:
<f>1(x,y,z) =

(4-2)
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The corresponding drift field E is 4>o/L.
Determining the field due to the space charge is less evident. The potential in the
point r due to a charge q in point f0 is given by:

Integrating over a rectangular box with uniform charge density p yields:
P
Mr) = T— I dr0
47re0 Jv
\r -ro\

(4.4)

The calculation of this integral is a quite awkward. The calculation becomes simpler if
one calculates directly the electrical field E via the relation E = —V</>. Applying this
relation gives for the field in the x-direction:

Ex =

J _ f <r0 ';<*-%>
47re0 Jv

(4.5)

\r - r oo | 3 ' 2

And for the field in the y-direction:
p-{y-

yo)

pp—
: _ ,,/,
3/z

(4.D)

r — ro\

The result of these integrals have been given by Toge and Gaillard [74]. They are:
Ex

Ey

= C x (F(d-y0, h- xo,L- z0) - F(-d-yQ,h
- x0, L- z0)
-F(d-yo,h
+ x0,L- zo) + F(-d-yo,h
+ x0,L - z0)
+F(d-yo,h+
x0,z0) - F(-d-yo,h
+ x0, z0)
-F{d -yo,hx0, z0) -F{-dy0, h - x0, z0))

(4.7)

= C x (F(h- xo,d-yo,Lz0) - F(-h- xo,d-yo,Lz0)
-F{h - x0, d + y0, L - z0) + F(-h - x0, d + yQ, L - z0)
+F(h - x0,d + y0,«o) - F(-h -xo,d + y0,z0)
~F(h - xo,d- y0,z0) - F(-h - x0,d - y0, z0))

(4.8)

with

F{s,t,u)

= sIn(u + Vs* + t2 + v?) - s
+ \t\ arctan(s/\i\) + u]n(s + y/s2 +t2

- I"arctan
ui

*

+ sy/s2 + t2 + u2\

Jj*j

J
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and
_

c

P

With these formulas the field in the x- and y-direction can be calculated. The effect of
the 2-component of the field due to space charge is omitted in this calculation since its
size is negligible with respect to the drift field. The assumption made in the beginning
that the space charge distribution is homogeneous will only hold if the density of the
space charge is not too big (remember that the ions follow the same drift path as the
electrons in reverse direction in the case that there is no magnetic field). The deviations
in the x- and j/-directions are calculated by integrating the path followed by the electron:
Ax

=

/

dz^

JT(Z)

Ay =
where T(z) is the drift trajectory.
numerically.

4.2.2

(4.9)
EZ

L /Z~E

(4 i0)

-

The integration over the drift path will be done

The space charge density

In the calculation for the deviations an important parameter is the density of the space
charge p. If one assumes that space charge is only produced by cosmic rays, the following
formula is obtained for the number of ions N inside the drift tube:
N = A x I x deSJ x n x \ x G x S x —-

(4.11)

where
A
I
den
n
A
G
S

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

L
H
E

=
=
=

surface of the drift tube (0.315 ir>2)
the flux of cosmic particles (240 m~2s~1)
the effective thickness of the drift tube (76 mm)
number of ions produced per unit of track length (6.5 mm~x)
correction for loss of electrons (92%)
gain of gas amplification (2 x 105)
the fraction of ions produced at amplification
that arrive in the drift tube (45%)
the length of the drift tube (1.75 m)
the mobility of ethane ions (1.8 x 10"
the electrical field strength (55 kVm" 1 )
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Some of these terms in the equation will now be clarified. The cosmic particles that
2
TOSS the detector are mostly minimum ionising. They have a cos 9 distribution which
increases the effective thickness by a factor 4/TT over the geometrical thickness. The
data on the ionisation of the gas inside the tube are taken from reference [75]. The
correction factor A is due to the absorptions of electrons by electro-negative impurities, •
while they are drifting towards the chamber. For an attenuation length of 10 meters (as
quoted in the technical proposal) A gets a value of 92%. The gas gain of our MWPC is
approximately 2 x 105 in order to be able to detect single electrons. During the process
of gas amplification the ions are produced in a pear shaped distribution around the wire
[76]. The exact amount of ions that drift back into the drift tube depends strongly on
the geometry of the chamber and the voltages on the electrodes of the MWPC but the
value is generally found to lie between 25 and 60%. In this calculation a value of 45% is
taken.
The ions produced are a mixture of methane and ethane ions. Since ethane has a
lower ionisation potential (11.8 vs 13.0 eV) (the gas in the drift tube does not contain
TMAE in this experiment) charge transfer will take place in the collision of methane ions
with ethane molecules. As a result all ions in the drift tube axe ethane ions. The ions
drift through the drift tube and recombine when arriving at an electrode. Their lifetime
is determined by the distance they travel (taken as the full length of the drift tube) and
their velocity (fiE). The value of fx is obtained by interpolating the results obtained in
reference [77] which gives a value of (1.8 ± 0.3) x 104 ir^V^sec" 1 .
The number of ions in the tube obtained by equation (4.11) is 5.4 x 108 with an
estimated error of 35%. This gives for the average of the charge density :
p = (4.6±1.5)xl0-9C/m3

4.3

The experimental set-up

The set-up shown in figure 4.2 (it was named CX) is intended to investigate drift tubes
with a length up to 1.75 m. The cylinder with an outer diameter of 0.9 m consists of
an outer layer of aluminum and an inner layer of polyethene (electrical insulator). The
inside of the cylinder is covered by an electrode structure of copper strips on kapton
foils with a resistor chain which produces a homogeneous electric field inside the cylinder
directed along its axis.
Two different drift tubes are used in the experiments described in this chapter. They
are very similar and the only difference ' stween them is their length (the short one is
0.6 m long while the long one has a length of 1.75 m). The tubes are built from glas
fiber epoxy plates and quartz plates which form the windows. The distances between
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Figure 4.2: Experimental set-up to investigate the behavior of drift tubes.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic view of the multi wire proportional chamber used for the experiments described in this chapter. The dimensions given are in millimeters.
the end of the drift tube where the proportional chamber is situated and the centers of
the five quartz windows are at 17, 53, 88, 124 and 160 cm for the long tube. The short
tube has three windows at 5, 32 and 59 cm. The walls on the inside and outside of the
tube are covered with kapton foils with copper strips (2.54 mm pitch, 0.5 mm width),
in order to produce a homogeneous electrical field inside the tube. On the windows the
electrode structure consists of 100 /nn wires looped around the quartz. All electrodes are
connected to a linear resistor chain, which allows to produce drift fields up to 100 kV/m.
The electrons that drift towards the far end of the drift tube are recorded by a multiwire proportional chamber. The configuration of the chamber is schematically drawn
in figure 4.3. All 72 sense wires (diam. 20 /jm) are connected to Le Croy TRA 407
preamplifiers (2x170 vaV/fiA). The output of the preamplifiers triggers a multi-hit time
digitizer and is fed into an integrating shaping amplifier. The signals out of the shaping
amplifiers are read by Ortec AD 811 S analogue to digital converters.
The data acquisition of the system is performed via a standard CAMAC bus. The
bus is connected to a CAVIAR microcomputer. The CAVIAR is also used to control the
set-up.
The drift gas used for these tests was 75 % methane with 25% ethane at a flow
of 20 1/h. The substance (N,N,N',N') tetramethylphenylenediamine(TMPD) was added
(concentration 2 ppm) to the gas in order to enhance the creation of electrons via the
double ionisation process [78]. The laser used in the set-up was a Mopalite nitrogen laser
with pulse times of approximately 1.5 ns. The light of the laser is attenuated by filters
in such a way that the mean number of electrons arriving on one wire is less than 0.25
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per laser shot.
In order to investigate the displacements in the ^-direction the laser beam was set
up parallel to the wires. The beam was not focused so an equal amount of electrons
was produced along the beam. The beam was displaced by a home made sledge with a
precision better than 50 /jm. The position of the laser beam with respect to the drift
tube was determined visually. This gives an accuracy of approximately 1 mm.

4,4
4.4.1

Electrical deformation under normal conditions
Experimental conditions and results

Deviations in the drift tube described in the previous section were measured in order to
see what can be expected for the barrel-RICH.
Deviations are measured in the long drift tube under two conditions: once under
normal conditions and once while the detector was irradiated by a 7 source in order
to increase the space charge inside the tube. The laser is moved to a position 60 mm
away from the righthand wall of the drift tube. Then 1000 laser shots are taken and all
the wire hits above the threshold are recorded. Next the laser is moved 5 mm towards
the wall and the previous steps are repeated until the laser spot reaches the wall. This
procedure is performed for the five quartz windows of the drift tube.
In the analysis the average is taken of the number of wire hits per laser position. If
for a certain position the number of hits is more than 30% below the average, the series
is removed from further analysis. Then the average of the z-distribution is taken and
compared with the position of the laser spot. The results are shown in figure 4.4. The
effect of the space charge can clearly be seen in the figure. It is much more prominent
for longer drift distances. Figure 4.5 shows the effect of the space charge by subtracting
the position without 7 source from the one obtained with the 7 source. In section 4.4.2
these results are compared with calculations.
The accuracy of the measurements is determined by a number of factors. The first
one is the size of the laser spot which is not equal for all 5 drift distances but is 1.5 mm in
average. A second factor is the transverse diffusion which is approximately 2.1 mm/ v / m
for this mixture. A longer drift distance will increase the spread in the distribution of
hits. The last factor is the spacing of the anode wires that detect the electrons. This
results in a statistical error on the mean of the distribution which is around 0.1 mm for
the window closest to the chamber and around 0.3 mm for the window farthest away.
The systematic error is much larger than the statistical one. It is mainly determined
by the accuracy by which the position is known where the laser traverses the drift tube.
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Figure 4.4: Deviations in the z-direction from a straight drift path under normal conditions and under irradiation by a 7 source for a drift length of (a) 17cm, (b) 53 cm, (c)
88 cm, (d) 124 cm and (e) 160 cm. The curves are only shown to guide the eye.

This position is obtained visually by directing the laser beam in such a way that the
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center of the laser spot coincides with the inner edge of the sidewall. The accuracy of
this measurement is roughly 1 mm. In figure 4.4 this distance was corrected in such a
way that the measurement at 60 mm from the wall gave approximately zero deviation
without 7 source. The corrections to the ordinate which had to be made to obtain this
result were always smaller than 1 mm; the results on the space charge do not depend
on this uncertainty since the averages of the distributions with and without source are
subtracted, so the position of the laser beam is only needed for the absolute distance to
the wall (x).

4.4.2

Calculations on space charge and conclusions

In this section the formula's derived in section 4.2.1 are applied to the conditions of the
measurements of the previous section in order to calculate the effect of the space charge.
The formula's are used to calculate for each position (x,y,z) the path the electron takes
in the electric field. The path is obtained in the following way: with an assumed value of
p the fields Ex and Ey are calculated at the initial position using formulas 4.7 and 4.S.
Then the electron is moved along the electric field fo: a fixed distance in the drift direction
(10 mm). For the new position Ex and Ey are calculated. These steps are repeated until
the electron reached the end of the drift tube (2=0). This results in a deviation in x and
y for each position in the drift tube. Since the measurements are done with the laser
beam parallel to the wires (y direction) one has to integrate over this direction. The
integration is done with Simpson's method using 5 equidistant points in y. This results
in a deviation in x for each position (x,z) of the laser beam.
When these calculations are performed for the value of p which has been calculated
in section 4.2.2 for cosmic rays, deviations smaller than the experimental error (0.3 mm)
are found. This shows that the deviations measured without the use of the 7 source,
shown in figure 4.4, can not be explained only by the space charge; another mechanism
has to be found to explain these deviations. One possible mechanism is surface charge
on the wall. Since the electrons migrate away from the wall this surface charge has to be
negative. The surface charge can be obtained by two mechanisms. The first mechanism
is the formation of very stable negative ions. These ions must also have a slow tendency
to migrate in order not to lose their charge near an electrode. Another mechanism would
be a bad connection of an electrode to its resistor in the resistor chain. This means
the potential of the strip is not determined by the resistor chain but by charges which
surround the strip; these mechanisms do not exclude each other.
A second explanation for the deviations is a mismatch of the fields of the drift tube and
the chamber. As shown in calculations of the program Poisson [79] and by analytically
solving equation 4.1 for simple cases, deviations of the order of millimeters can be caused
by such a defect. However these calculations also show that the deviation caused by the
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Figure 4.5: Deviations in the x-direction from a straight drift path due to the space
charge produced by a 7-source for a drift length of (a) 17cm, (b) 53 cm, (c) 88 cm, (d)
124 cm and (e) 160 cm. The curve shows the calculated deviation from a simple model.

field mismatch is independent of the drift distance as long as it is larger than 20 cm. The
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last point is in contradiction with the measurements.
Deviations similar to the ones shown in this chapter were observed by the barrelRICH prototype [50]. The deviations obtained with the prototype also showed a strong
dependence on the drift length and could not be attributed to space charge only. The
drift tubes of the prototype are constructed in a very similar way as those of the set-up
described in section 4.3. The authors of reference [50] also attribute the deviations to
surface charges on the drift tube.
The results of figure 4.5 allow to estimate the space charge produced by the 7 source.
The curves shown in the figure are the deviations calculated for a space charge of
7.1 x 10~8 Cm" 3 . The correspondence is only qualitative (\2 ss 5 per degree of freedom); this can be attributed to the fact that the 7 source only irradiated the middle of
the chamber, so the space charge is not distributed homogeneously. The space charge
produced by the source has also been calculated. In this calculation the high energetic
photons (1.2 MeV) produced by the 22Na source are scattered by gas molecules via
Compton scattering. The electrons produced in this process deposit part (5%) of their
energy in the gas which causes ionisation. After this step the calculation is the same as
for the cosmic rays (see section 4.2). The result of the calculation was (5.4 ± 3.0) x 10~8
which is in agreement with the experiment within the big uncertainty. It can be concluded that the space chaige induced by the 7-source can be fairly well described by the
formalism of section 4.2, but that there is also another source of deviation, presumably
surface charges.
Deviations from the straight path of the order of 10 mm can thus be expected in the
barrel-RICH. The fact that the deviations are bigger than the resolution of the photon
detector, implies that they have to be corrected for. This can be done by a system that
injects electrons in the drift tube at known places. Section 2.4 describes such a system
foreseen for the barrel-RICH. Prom the data it is clear that many points have to be
taken near the side walls. In the design of the calibration system this point was taken in
consideration and it is expected that a resolution between 1 and 2 mm in x and y can
still be obtained in the final barrel-RICH.
One important remark has to bo made for all the results described up to here. The
conditions for the final barrel-RICH will be much different from the conditions in which
the measurements were performed. The conditions differ in five ways. Firstly, the technique and materials used to build this drift tube are different from the ones of the final
barrel-RICH. This fact can strongly influence the amount of surface charge in the drift
tube. Secondly, the number of charged particles traversing the tube is expected to be
much bigger in DELPHI than in the laboratory. An exact number however can not be
given due to uncertainties in the operating conditions of LEP. Thirdly, the final barrelRICH will include a gating system on the chamber which should suppress the space
charge by at, least one order of magnitude. Fourthly, the gas in the barrel-RICH will
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contain TMAE, which will increase the drift time of the ions by an unknown factor.
Finally the deviations from the straight drift path by a distortion in the electric field are
partly suppressed by the magnetic field inside DELPHI. The last point will be explained
in more detail in the following paragraph.
The effect of a magnetic field on the drift properties of gases is explained in detail
in reference [72]. A simple theory for the case where the magnetic field and the electricfield are almost parallel, is presented in reference [80]. In this reference the following
formula's are derived for the case that the magnetic field (B) is parallel to the r-axis and
the electric field lies in the xz-p\ane:

where a is the -small- angle between E and B (in radians), w is the cylcotron frequency,
T is the average collision time and T is the total drift time. The case where the drift gas
is methane/ethane 75/25, the electric field is 50 kV/m and the magnetic field is 1.2 T
will be considered in order to see the effect of the magnetic field on the deviations from
a straight drift path. For the example it will further be assumed that the deviation in
the z-direction is 10 mm if there is no magnetic field, while the deviation in y is zero
for a drift distance of 1.5 m. If the transverse electric field is constant along the drift
direction, its size is 0.3 kV/m. In a magnetic field of 1.2 T the deviation in x will then
be 3.0 mm and in y 4.6 mm. It can be seen clearly from this calculation that the effect
of the magnetic field on the deviations is a suppression in one direction (in this case
x) and an addition of another deviation (in this case in y). For the barrel-RICH the
situation is even more complicated for two reasons: the transverse electric field can also
have a y-component pnd the transverse electrical field is not constant along the drift
tube. The complications mentioned here and the fact that the exact amount of spaceand surface charge are unknown, make it impossible to give an accurate number on the
expected deviations from a straight drift path under normal operating conditions of the
barrel-RICH.
One can conclude this section by stating that deviations from a straight drift path in
the photon detectors of the barrel-RICH can be expected to be of the order of a centimeter
near the sidewall and for long drift distances. The deviations, which are partly caused
by space charge and partly by surface charge, can not be accurately estimated due to
the many uncertainties in the operating conditions.
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4.5

Electrical deformation under extreme conditions

In this section the effect of a severe default in a drift tube is considered. Surely such
errors will make the measurements with this drift tube completely impossible. But will
the neighbouring tube also be effected? The experiments are done with the short drift
tube. The neighbouring tube with the default is simulated by a glass epoxy plate covered
with the same electrode structure as the drift tube. Two cases of disaster are investigated.
The first one is a short circuit between adja ?ent strips. The second disaster is a current
to earth due to sparks or corona.
In order to test the effect of the above mentioned effects two runs were done for each
effect. For each run a scan in the ar-direction with a pitch of 1 mm was made over 5 cm
near the side wall.
First a measurement was done of the deviation in a normal condition. Then these
results were compared with a measurement in the extreme condition. On each run the
effect was introduced at a drift length of 28 cm while the measurements were done at 32
and 59 cm. This in order to have a reasonable lever-arm but still having two windows
(independent measurements) to look at the effect. A more detailed description of this
experiment can be found in reference [81].
Figure 4.6 shows the results obtained for the effect of the short circuit of 5 strips.
Clearly a small effect is detectable for both drift lengths but it is always smaller than 1
mm, which is the resolution of the photon detector. Figure 4.7 shows the same effects for
corona currents of 250 fj,A. It is amazing that is has such a small effect on the homogeneity
of the drift field. This shows clearly that the field inside a drift tube is well shielded from
the field outside the drift tube by the electrode structure.
The conclusion of this section is obvious. The effect of a short circuit or a leak current
to earth on the neighbouring drift tube is not serious.
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Chapter 5
Electron attachment
5.1
5.1.1

E l e c t r o - n e g a t i v i t y a n da t t e n u .

<5

' -. l e n g t h

Introduction

The two previous chapters have shown the influence of the gas mixture and of electric
field imperfections on the pe- 'ormance of the photon detector. In this chapter the effect
of electro-negative impurities on the efficiency of the drift tube will be studied.
The electrons produced by photo conversion travel distances of up to 1.55 meter in
the drift tube before they are detected by the multi-wire proportional chamber. These
long drift distances cause the efficiency of the pho+on detector to be very sensitive to
electro-negative impurities. The effect of a specific impurity depends on its cross-section
for attachment processes and on its concentration in the drift gas. The attachment crosssection, averaged over the energy distribution of the drifting electron, depends strongly
on the gas mixture and on the size of the electric field inside the drift tube. Another
factor, that influences the effect of impurities in general, is the time needed for an electron
to travel to the electron detector. This time is proportional to the distance in the drift
direction and inverse proportional to the drift velocity. This last factor depends, just as
the energy distribution, on the gas properties and the size of the electric field.
Electro-negative impurities in the drift gas are added by four categories of sources.
The first one is the gas as it comes from the gas bottles. The main impurities are
water and oxygen with concentration below 1 ppm. The second source is the outgassing
of materials used to construct the drift tube, the multi-wire proportional chamber and
the gas system. Main components here are also water and oxygen but a prediction
on concentration cannot be given, although generally it will be smaller than 10 ppm.
The third mechanism that introduces electro-negative impurities in the drift tube is the
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addition of TMAE to the drift gas. TMAE is highly reactive with oxygen and most of its
oxidation products are electro-negative (see references [68], [69] and [70]). This means
that the TMAE to be used in the barrel RICH has to be of a high purity. The method
used to clean the TMAE will be described in section 5.4. The last way by which electronegative impurities are added to the drift gas is leakage from outside into the drift tube
and its gas system. This leakage introduces water, oxygen and perfluor n-pentane (gas
radiator) into the drift gas. The perfluor n-pentane will be often called PP in the rest of
this chapter; this compound is known to be very electro-negative. The impurities in the
drift gas therefore are water, oxygen, PP and oxidation products of TMAE.

5.1.2

Attenuation length

In the presence of an electro-negative pollution in a drift gas the average number of
electrons n(x) after drifting a distance x is given by:
n(x) = n(O)xexp(-x/\)
where the parameter A is the attenuation length.
parameterized as a function of the drift time T:

(5.1)

The loss of electrons can also be

n(T) = n(0) x exp(-AT)

(5.2)

with A the attachment rate. The attachment rate can easily be expressed as a function
of the attenuation length by A = w/A (w is the drift velocity). In this thesis both
parameterizations will be used.

5.2
5.2.1

Theory of electron attachment
Model for attachment

In this section a model will be presented that describes the process of electron attachment in drift gases and this model will be applied to the case of oxygen. The effect of
electron attachment depends mainly on the average energy e of the drifting electrons. If
the average energy is near the limit for molecular dissociation (which is 4.6 eV for oxygen [82]) the cross-section for attachment changes rapidly with energy. Experimentally
an attachment is observed that strongly depends on the size of the electrical field. In
the conditions described in this chapter, however, the energy of the electron is far below
the limit for dissociation because the average energy of the drifting electrons in between
collisions with the gas molecules, is less than 1 eV. For this case electron attachment can
be described by a model proposed in 1935 by Bloch and Bradbury [83] and later improved
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by Herzenberg [84], This model (BBH model hereafter) which describes attachment as a
process in two steps, will be illustrated with oxygen as an electro-negative molecule. In
the first step the electron is absorbed by oxygen and a negative ion in an excited state
is produced:
02 + e-->02*
(5-3)
In the second step of this model the negative ion can decay in four different ways, where
two possibilities are spontaneous while the other two involve a drift gas molecule. The
first kind is a decay of the excited ion into oxygen and an electron with a kinetic energy
equal to the excitation energy:
O r -> O2 + e(5.4)
For the second decay possibility the excitation energy is released in the form of a photon
and a stable oxygen ion is produced:
O2- ^ 0 ^ + 7

(5.5)

This reaction only plays a role for low gas pressures ( < 1 mbar). A collision with a
drift gas molecule (M) may enhance the decay probability of the excited oxygen ion into
oxygen and a free electron:
Oj* + M - * O 2 + M + e-

(5.6)

As a last possibility the excitation energy of the ion can be absorbed by a drift gas
molecule and a negative ion is produced in its ground state:
Oj* + M -* 0^ + M*

(5.7)

It is obvious that reactions (5.4) and (5.6) do not lead to a capture of the drifting
electrons. The influence of the time constant of the above mentioned reactions on the
average drift time are negligible.
With this model some predictions can be made on the properties of attachment. The
cross-section for production reaction (5.3) is inverse proportional to the average energy
e of the electron (see reference [85]) and the attachment rate A is therefore expected
to decrease with increasing electrical field. More quantitative predictions can be made
if one assumes the loss of electrons to be due only to reaction (5.7). In this situation
the attachment rate is proportional to the density (iVM) of molecule M. Furthermore in
the case of very low concentrations of oxygen (< 200 ppm) the attachment rate is also
expected to be proportional to the density (NQ2) of the oxygen molecules. This results
in the following relation for the attachment rate A:
A = NMxN02xK
where K is the attachment rate constant.

(5.8)
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5.2.2

Application of the model to oxygen

The authors of reference [86] have performed a series of measurements to test the BBH
model for oxygen in some mixtures of argon/methane/isobutane. The results they obtained are fully explained by the BBH model. Also the results obtained in reference [87]
for oxygen in two mixtures of argon/methane show a behavior in correspondence with
the BBH model. However if the attachment rate constants of the two experiment are
compared one observes that, for an unknown reason, this constant is almost twice as
much in reference [87] as in reference [86] although the conditions in both experiments
were similar. From the results of these experiments a prediction can be made on the
attachment to oxygen in methane if one assumes that the influence of argon on the attachment, via reaction (5.7) of the BBH model, is negligible. Under this assumption an
attachment rate constant of K = 5 x 10~43 m 6 6"1 was observed in reference [87] for a
drift gas where the average energy of the electrons was 0.21 eV. This energy is reached
for a field of 65 kV/rn in methane [3,64] and for a field of 130 kV/rn in ethane [88] at
atmospheric pressure. In the technical proposal of DELPHI it is stated that an attenuation length larger than 10 meters should be obtained in the barrel-RICH. Assuming the
drift velocity to be approximately 50 mia/fis and taking the above mentioned number
for the attachment rate constant this results in a maximally allowable oxygen fraction
of 16 ppm at 1 bar and of 10 ppm at 1.3 bar. For the barrel-RICH however the limit
is expected to be lower than this due to two reasons: firstly the attachment constant
increases with decreasing energy and the average electron energy for the barrel-RICH
mixture will presumably be smaller than 0.21 eV. Secondly the attachment rate constant
is only valid for methane as a buffer gas; the attachment constant for ethane will most
probably be higher since ethane has more vibrational modes which enhances the rate of
reaction (5.7). One can conclude this issue by stating that the oxygen concentration of
the gas inside the drift tube should be kept as small as possible but at least below 5 ppm
if the attenuation length as quoted in the technical proposal should be kept. This limit
is reached without considering the presence of TMAE, which will be shown in section 6.4
to result in a still lower limit. Results obtained with the barrel RICH prototype showed
an attenuation length larger than 10 meters for a methane/ethane 70/30 mixture with 2
ppm cf oxygen and 3 ppm of water (see reference [50]).
Also results on the attachment to water are reported in reference [86]. An attachment
was not observed for argon/methane mixtures with concentrations of water up to 3000
ppm. It was observed however that water may enhance the attachment to oxygen if
the water concentration is above 100 ppm. This means that if the water concentration
stays below 50 ppm its influence on the attachment process will be negligible in the
barrel-RICH. Requirements on the UV transmission of the drift gas result in a similar
limit.
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Cross-section for attachment

In this section a relation between the attachment rate and the cross-section for attachment will be derived. An infinitesimal volume (v, v+dv) in the velocity space is considered
which contains in average n(t) f(v) dv electrons, with the velocity distribution function
f(v) normalized according to f f(v) dv = 1. For an infinitesimal time interval (t, t+dt)
the change in the average number of electrons in this volume due to attachment is given
by:
f{v) dvdn = -Na a{v) v n(t) f(v) dvdt
(5.9)
where Na is the molecular density of the pollution and the cross-section for attachment
a(v) depends only on the magnitude of the velocity (v). Integrating this relation over all
possible velocities v and over time t yields:
n{t) = n{0) x exp(-At)

(5.10)

A = Nax

r f(v)va{v) dv
Jo
The effective cross-section aE// is now defined by:

(5.11)

Jo
This results in the following equation for the attachment rate:
A = Na x v x <re//

(5.13)

This means that for calculating the effective cross-section for attachment for a known
density N and a measured attachment rate A, the average velocity of the drifting electrons
has to be known.
The following relations for the drift velocity w and the diffusion constant D, defined
by

d<x2> _d<y2>
dt
dt
can be derived if it is approximated that the velocity distribution f(v) of a drifting
electron is isotropic (see reference [72], p. 523 e.f.):
e E
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where fo(v) is the distribution function for the absolute value of the velocity, qm(v) is
the total cross-section for collision of electrons with gas molecules, N is the molecular
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density of the drift gas, E the size of the electric field and m, e the mass and the charge
of the electron. The distribution fo(v) is normalized according to:

(

fo(v) dv = 1

Jo

The diffusion constant D is related to the square of the transverse diffusion per unit
length of drift, <TJ-2 (the dimension of a2 is length), via aj2 = 2D/w. It is assumed that
if the cross-section qm{v) is replaced by an effective cross-section q'm the equations 5.14
and 5.15 are still valid. This results in the following equations:

A straightforward calculation produces the following formula for the average velocity v
for the drifting electron:

(e)» = t*L vTfc — = — vTJZ aT2

(5.18)

m
w
m
With this equation a good estimate can be produced for the average velocity provided
the factor vl/v is known with reasonable accuracy. This factor can only be calculated if
the distribution function fo(v) is known. It is found however that the factor varies little
for very different distribution functions except for cases where the cross-section gm(v)
changes rapidly with velocity. In the calculations presented later in this chapter (see
section 5.3) the factor v l/v of the Maxwell distribution is taken, which is 4/TT, resulting
(5.19)

5.3
5.3.1

The attachment to perfluor n-pentane
Results and discussion

The set-up used to measure the electron attachment is the same as the one described
in section 4.3 with the short drift tube (0.6 m). A modification was made to the gas
system to be able to inject methane with 100 ppm of PP in the drift tube in addition to
the normal gas. During the measurement described in this section the laser beam was
steered perpendicular to the wires such that all wires detected approximately an equal
amount of electrons.
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Figure 5.1: The average number of hits for one wire during the measurements of the
attachment to PP at a drift distance of 32 cm. For each measurement 200 laser shots
were recorded. The three concentrations of PP during this test run are also shown.
To obtain the attenuation length for 1 ppm of PP the following procedure was used.
First a zero level measurement was done with 1000 laser shots for the drift distances of
5, 32 and 59 cm. Next a certain amount of PP was added to the drift gas. The system
was allowed to stabilize and again 1000 laser shots were taken for all three windows.
After that three other concentrations of PP were measured. Finally a second zero level
measurement was done. Figure 5.1 illustrates the measuring sequence for a drift distance
of 32 cm. For each concentration the average number of detected electrons per wire per
laser shot n(z,c) was calculated (z is the drift distance and c is the concentration of PP)**
using Poisson statistics:
=-In

( l -

(5.20)

where Ne is number of detected pulses in the MWPC, Nwire are the number of wires of the
MWPC that are read out and N,h is number of laser shots. The attenuation length was
obtained by applying a weighted least-square fit to a plot of ln(n(z, 0)/n(z, c)) against
the drift distance z. A small complication arose here from the fact that the zero levels at
the beginning and the end of a series differed by approximately 10% (see figure 5.1). To
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Figure 5.2: The concentration dependence of the inverse attenuation length of
methane/ethane 75/25 with PP in an electric field of 45 kV/m.
correct for this difference the zero levels were linearly interpolated in time. As a result the
attenuation length was obtained for four different PP concentrations. Again a weighted
least-square fit was applied (this time with the restriction that the fit had to go through
the origin) by using the fact that I/A is proportional to the PP concentration according
to the BBH model (see equation 5.11 and figure 5.2). This resulted in an attenuation
length for a concentration of 1 ppm, which is reported in table 5.1.
The table shows the statistical error on the attenuation length. The uncertainty of
the exact drift distance results in a 0.5% systematic error. Due to the interpolation of
the zero level an error of maximally 2% is expected. The concentration of the bottle with
100 ppm PP is known with an inaccuracy of 2%. The calibration of the flow meters is
done with a soap bubble flow meter. As a result the systematic error on the attenuation
length is about 3%.
The numbers from table 5.1 can be applied to the barrel RICH. Since the attenuation
length of the photon detectors should be larger than 10 meters, as aimed for in the
technical proposal, the maximum concentration of PP one can allow is between 0.15
and 0.25 ppm (depending on the drift field). With the presently designed flow rate this
means that the leak rate from the gas radiator into a drift tube has to be smaller than
3.5 x 10~s ml/min for a low drift field and smaller than 5.4 x 10~5 ml/min for a high
drift field. In order to know whether this tightness is achievable tests were performed on
glue joints. These tests will be reported in section 5.3.3. The results presented in this
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Field(kV/m)
28.5
45.2
61.8
78.2
95.2
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\ for 1 ppm (m) max. fraction (ppm)
1.63 ± 0.04
0.16
1.75 ± 0.10
0.18
1.82 ± 0.09
0.18
0.22
2.22 ± 0.19
2.27 ± 0.18
0.23

Table 5.1: Attenuation length of PP and the maximally allowed concentration in the
barrel-RICH
section were previously published in reference [89].

5.3.2

Cross-section for attachment

From the attenuation length obtained in the previous section the average cross-section
for electron attachment can be obtained by using equation 5.13. In order to perform this
calculation the transverse diffusion of the gas mixture used in the experiment is needed for
deriving the average velocity, v, using equation 5.19. Since this number is not reported in
literature for the methane/ethane mixture used in the experiment, it is obtained by linear
interpolation of the transverse diffusion of methane and ethane reported in literature
(see references [64,88]). The transverse diffusion in methane is almost constant (as 2.4
mrn/^/m) for drift fields between 20 and 100 kV/m while the diffusion in ethane is 12%
less than that in methane for a field of 20 kV/m and 25% less for a field of 100 kV/m. The
average electron velocity can be obtained with equation 5.19 using the interpolated value
of the transverse diffusion, The interpolation method can be checked by comparing the
value obtained by this interpolation (2.25 mm/y/m) with the value measured by us and
described in section 5.4.4 for methane/ethane 75/25 at 55 kV/m (2.22 ± 0.04 mm/v'rn);
a good agreement is found. The average energy e is approximately equal to the energy
corresponding to the transverse diffusion (the characteristic energy) which is obtained
using the relation e « ek = eEaT2/2. The results for the characteristic energy and the
average cross section are shown in table 5.2.
The error reported in the table is only the statistical error. For the transverse diffusion
of the gas mixture used in our experiment the systematic error is due to the interpolation
and is estimated to be 5%. A second systematic error is the uncertainty in the unknown
factor vl/v from equation 5.19 which is estimated to be 6%. Consequently the systematic
error in the characteristic energy is 10% and in the cross section 8%.
The results from table 5.2 can to a certain extent be compared to the results from reference [90]. These results, which were obtained in argon as a drift gas, show cross sections
which are a factor of ten lower than the cross sections derived from the present exper-
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Field (kV/m)
28.5
45.2
61.8
78.2
95.2

tK (meV)
75 ± 5
115 ± 8
155 ± 11
195 ± 14
235 ± 17

21

6.08 ±
6.26 ±
5.98 ±
4.74 ±
4.36 ±

m2)
0.20
0.39
0.32
0.41
0.36

Table 5.2: The effective attachment cross-section of PP as function of the characteristic
energy in methane/ethane 75/25.

iment. This can be explained by the BBH model, since methane and ethane molecules
have many more vibrational modes than the argon atom. The rate for reaction 5.7 is
therefore much bigger for the present experiment and consequently the cross-section for
attachment is much higher.

5.3.3

Gas tightness of the drift tube

The conclusion of section 5.3.1 is that a leak rate smaller than about 3.5 x 10~5 ml/min
into the drift tube has to be achieved. In order to test whether such a tightness could
be obtained with the technique of gluing plates to form a drift tube, a test set-up was
constructed. An outline of the set-up is shown in figure 5.3. It consists of a small
test volume (appr. 2 ml) which is flushed with nitrogen gas with a flow of 140 ml/hr.
This test volume was situated inside a container which was held at 40 °C and which
contained a PP atmosphere at 200 mbar overpressure (this is four times more than in the
final barrel-RICH). One of the walls of the test volume could hz removed and replaced
by a sample containing approximately 20 cm of glue joint between small glass plates.
The gas from th~ test volume was analyzed by a HP 5890A gas chromatograph. The
gas chromatograph was equipped with an Electron Capture Detector and a Porapak R
12-feet stainless steel column at 190 °C. The chromatograph was calibrated with a bottle
of argon which contained 50 ppm of PP. The minimum amount of PP that could still be
detected by the gas chromatograph was 0.02 ppm.
All the samples under test showed no sign of leakage. This means that the leak rate
through the sample was smaller than 4.6 X 10~8 ml/min. If one assumes the leak rate
to be proportional to the length of glue joint the leak rate in the final barrel RICH has
an upper limit of 2.3 x 10~6 ml/min. This is an order of magnitude smaller than the
maximum allowed leak rate in the barrel RICH.
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Figure 5.3: Test set-up to measure leak tightners of glue joints.

5.4
5.4.1

The electron attachment to TMAE
Introduction

The oxidation products of TMAE are the last electro-negative impurities present in
the drift gas but not yet discussed in this chapter. The oxidation of TMAE has been
reported in the literature [68] and it was found that there are four major oxidation
products: Tetramethylurea (TMU), Tetramethyloxamide (TMO), Bis(dimethylamino)
methane (BMAM) and Tetramethylhydrazine (TMH). All the oxidation products mentioned above are soluble in water while TMAE isn't. So the TMAE can be purified by
washing it with water and purities better than 99.9% can be obtained this way [91]. In
order to know whether this purity is good enough to obtain an attenuation length larger
than 10 meters the attenuation length of a gas mixture with TMAE was measured.
The method used to measure the attenuation length of PP is not applicable to TMAE
since TMAE itself is ionised by the laser light. As a result the number of primary
ionisations per laser shot differ with and without TMAE. So another method was used
to measure the attenuation length of TMAE. The mean number of electrons arriving
at the MvYPC was measured at five different drift distances in the drift tube. In order
to obtain the same ionisation for each window (drift length) the intensity of the laser
beam was made constant by using a fiber optics system described in the next section.
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By plotting ln(n(z)) vs the drift length 2(where n{z) is the mean number of detected
electrons) the electron attenuation length can be easily obtained by applying equation 5.1
( slope = I/A).

5.4.2

Experimental

To measure the attenuation length of TMAE the set-up described in section 4.3 was
modified. Underneath the 1.75 m long drift tube a rail with a movable support was
attached instead of the mirror system for vertical laser beams. On the support a 20 mm
quartz lens and a PCS 600 fiber were fixed in such a way that the light coming out of
the fiber was focused into the drift tube. Light from the laser was steered into the fiber
by another 20 mm quartz lens. In this way the intensity of light from the laser was kept
constant.
In order to remove the electro-negative impurities TMAE was cleaned in the following
way: 200 ml of TMAE was washed ten times with 200 ml of triple distilled and outgassed
water. After that the TMAE was dried with silicagel and poured into the bubbler. All
manipulations with TMAE were performed in a glove box with an argon atmosphere
which contained less than 100 ppm of oxygen. TMAE was added to the drift gas by
feeding the gas through the bubbler. The bubbler was kept at a temperature of 13 'C
by a thermostatic bath.
The gas at the outlet of the drift tube contained typically 6 ppm oxygen and 10 ppm
water.

5.4.3

Results without TMAE

To test whether a constant ionisation at the different windows could be obtained with
the set-up as described in the previous section an attempt was made to measure the
attenuation length of the drift gas without TMAE. Figure 5.4 shows the results of this
measurement. It can clearly be seen that the ionisation is not constant since the number
of detected electrons shows a peak near 0.6 m of drift. Changing the size of the electric
field, the mixing ratio of the drift gas, the flush rate and the laser intensity showed little
change to this curve. Putting a crystal of (N,N,N',N') tetramethylphenylenediamine
(TMPD) in the gas system gave the result shown in figure 5.5. An enormous increase in
ionisation for long drift distances can clearly be seen. In all the measurements until now
the gas was introduced at the far end of the drift tube (z = 1.75 m) and extracted at
the chamber end of the drift tube (z = 0). Reversing this gas flow showed an enormous
increase of the ionisation at low drift distances.
The conclusion of these observations is obvious. The ionisation in the drift tube is
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Figure 5.4: An attempt to measure the attenuation length of the drift gas without TMAE.
The figure shows clearly that a constant ionisation could not be obtained.
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Figure 5.5: An attempt to measure the attenuation length of the drift gas without TMAE.
When a new crystal of TMPD was introduced in the gas system the ionisation was peaked
near the gas inlet. Reversal of the gas flow yielded a double peaked distribution.
mainly controlled by the concentration of TMPD in the drift gas, since the laser intensity
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Figure 5.6: The transverse diffusion in methane/ethane 75/25 in a drift field of 55 kV/m.
is the same for all drift distances. In previous experiments TMPD was used to enhance
the ionisation. The TMPD in the drift gas is absorbed and outgassed by kapton on the
walls of the drift tube. After that the tube was flushed with gas without TMPD but not
long enough to stop the outgassing of the kapton.. As a result the TMPD was spread all
over the drift tube in a way that can be deduced from the results in this section.

5.4.4

Transverse diffusion

As a byproduct of the measurement presented in the previous section the transverse
diffusion can be obtained. The fiber, mentioned before, produces an identical spot of light
for all five windows which means that electrons are produced according to an identical
distribution for each drift length. During the drift towards the MWPC the distribution
of the electrons is smeared out due to the diffusion process. By measuring the width of
the electron distribution in the direction measured by the wires (x), the diffusion can be
obtained using:
a02
a\L) =
(5.21)
where cr(L) is the standard deviation of the electron distribution in the z-direction after
drifting a distance L and a 0 is the width at zero drift distance which is due to the
wire spacing and the size of the spot produced by the fiber. Figure 5.6 illustrates the
least square fit that is applied to the data and as a result a transverse diffusion of
2.22 ± 0.04 mm/ v / m is obtained for methane/ethane 75/25 in a drift field of 55 kV/m.
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Figure 5.7: The attenuation length of the drift gas with TMAE. A least square fit yielded
an attenuation length of 1.34 ±0.17 meter. The temperature of the TMAE-bath was 10

5.4.5

Results with TMAE

Although a positive result was not obtained in the previous section still an attempt was
made to measure the attenuation length of TMAE. The motivation lies in the fact that
the ionisation raie of TMAE is at least two orders of magnitudes larger than that for
TMPD. This means that the TMPD is only a minor disturbance for the measurement on
TMAE. When the TMAE was added to the drift gas an equilibrium state was reached
after several hours of flushing. Figure 5.7 shows the results of such an equilibrium. The
attenuation length obtained with this measurement is approximately 1 meter. This is one
order of magnitude less than required and not in correspondence with the measurements
in reference [50] which showed an attenuation length of 7 meters at a TMAE temperature
of 15 °C and with the measurements of [92] which yielded an attenuation length of 3
meters at 28 °C. The result obtained was reproduced wlien inverting the direction of
the gas flow. There are several possibilities as to why the required attenuation length
could not be achieved. Although th-s TMAE was handled with care and cleaned carefully
an unobserved error could can have occurred. Due to chemical reaction of TMAE with
materials in the sensor of the oxygen monitor, the oxygen content of tv ~ atmosphere
in the glovebox was not monitored during cleaning and handling. Also :.- TMAE as
obtained from the supplier could contain an electro-negative impurity whicii JS not soluble
in water. A third possible explanation is outgassing of some electro-negative compound
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on the wall on the drift tube. The absorption of this compound might have occurred
during construction, handling or operation of the drift tube. A last possibility is that
the TMAE reacts before entering the drift tube or in the drift tube and that the electron
attachment is caused by electro-negative reaction products.
Measurements similar to the one described in this section were performed at the
barrel RICH prototype. In the prototype a constant ionisation was not obtained byusing a light source and a fiber but by using the photons from a Cherenkov ring. For
three drift tubes they measured the attenuation length and obtained 5, 6 and 26 metere
(see reference [51]) on average. They observed however that only part of the losses
were due to electro-negative impurities. Under some special circumstances the authors
of reference [51] could observe negative attenuation lengths which were probably due to
losses near the wall. One can therefore conclude by stating that the observed attenuation
length in this chapter could also well be due to processes other than electron attachment.
It should be mentioned here that the construction of the drift tubes in the prototype and
in the final barrel-RICH are not the same and that the results obtained by the prototype
can therefore not be directly applied to the barrel-RICH. In order to study the behavior
of the attenuation length and the attachment process more extensively more test have
to be performed and preferentially which drift tubes very similar to the ones in the
barrel-RICH. In the next chapter some of these experiments will be presented.

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter the absorption of electrons in the photon detector was closely examined.
Four groups of electro-negative impurities were found: water, oxygen, perfluor n-pentane
and oxidation products of TMAE. Measurements on PP have shown that the maximum
allowable concentration is 0.2 ppm if the performances quoted in the technical proposal
have to be reached. Tests on leak tightness show that this goal can be reached. Measurements on the attenuation length of TMAE do not show such a positive result and
further tests have to be performed to find the cause of this.

Chapter 6
Performance of the photon detectors
in the barrel-RICH
6.1

Introduction

The performance of photon detectors was studied in previous chapters in experiments
using drift tubes very similar to the drift tubes in the barrel-RICH (final drift tubes
hereafter). These experiments could not be performed with final drift tubes, since at the
time the experiments were performed, final drift tubes were not available yet.
Many of the results reported in previous chapters are applicable to the photon detectors in the barrel-RICH but a few of the experiments on the performance of the drift
tubes have to be repeated with the final drift tube. There are three major differences
between the experiments performed on the test tubes and the experiments that will be
reported in this chapter. They are: the surface material of the inside of the tube, the
system that flushes the drift gas through the tube and the electrostatic environment of
the tube. The materials used in the construction of the drift tubes are different: the
test tube is mainly made out of glass fiber epoxy plates (Stesalite) covered with Kapton
sheet with copper strips, while the final tube is made out of quartz. This difference of
surface material has two consequences which can be important to the performance of
the drift tube: firstly the outgassing of the Kapton foils can be high (see for instance
the tests performed in section 5.4) while the outgassing of quartz is expected to be low.
Secondly the surface conductivity of both materials can be different which will result in
a difference of mobility for surface charges. In chapter 4 it is argued that surface charges
may play an important role for the electrostatic deviations in the drift tube.
The other two differences between the test and final tube axe the gas distribution system and the electrostatic environment. The distribution system in the test tube consists
85
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of one hole in the plate at the HV end of the drift tubes and of two holes on the MWPC
side of the tube. For the final tubes this system consists of 16 holes at the HV end and
two slits over the width of the drift tube at the MWPC side. Tests have shown that small
inhomogeneities in the TMAE fraction of the drift gas may occur for the simple distribution system [93] while for the complicated system no inhomogeneities are observed [94].
The effect is small and its influence is expected to be minimal for a comparison between
the experiments in previous chapters and this chapter. The electrostatic environment of
the final drift tube in the tests as they will be described in this chapter, is different from
the test tube. However the electrostatic environment influences only little the electrostatic deviations from a straight drift path, as shown in section 4.5. It can therefore be
concluded that the only significant difference between the experiments on the final drift
tube and the experiments of the test tube is the material of the inner surface of the drift
tube. This may lead to a different outgassing and to a different surface charge density.
The experiments on the final drift tube for which results can be expected different
from those of the test tube are therefore the tests on the deviations from a straight drift
path in the absence of the radio-active source described in chapter 4 and the test on
the electron attachment of TMAE described in chapter 5. These experiments will be
described in this chapter for the final drift tube; it should be stated however that the
results presented here are only preliminary since the measurements and analysis of the
experiments were not completed yet at the time this thesis was written.
The conditions of the tests described in this chapter are not identical to those in
the final barrel-RICH. The tests of this chapter were performed at room temperature
while the barrel-RJCH will operate at 40 °C. The drift tubes in the barrel-RICH will
operate at a pressure of 1.3 bar while the tests were performed at atmospheric pressure.
The drift tubes in the barrel-RICH will be embedded in an atmosphere of (electronegative) perfluor n-pentane while the drift tubes in the test were in an atmosphere of
carbondioxyde. The electrostatic environment in the barrel-RICH is different from that
in the test set-up but this will only have a minor influence on the results of the photon
detector performance. The experiments described in this chapter are performed without
a magnetic field while the barrel-RICH will be in a magnetic field of 1.2 T. The number
of particles traversing the drift tube will be much higher in the barrel-RICH than in the
test set-up, due to the background of the electron-positron accelerator (LEP). The gating
system which will operate in the barrel-RICH to suppress space charge was not used in
the experiments described in this chapter.

6.2

Experimental set-up

An experimental set-up, called SYBIL (which stands for SYstem for test of BItubes with
Laser ionisation), was constructed for two reasons: to study the behavior of the final
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— LASER SETUP

Figure 6.1: Transverse view of the set-up to test the behavior of the final drift tubes.
Also the optical system to produce a horizontal laser beam is shown.
drift tube in laboratory conditions and to test all drift tubes to be incorporated in the
barrel-RICH.
The transverse view of the set-up is shown in figure 6.1 while the longitudinal view
is illustrated in figure 6.2. The final drift tubes are constructed in pairs (see section 2.5)
and such a pair is called a bitube. The set-up consists of a gas tight aluminum cylinder
allowing to install two bitubes. The midwall of the cylinder consists of an aluminum plate
at high tension and e. surface degrader which produces a smooth transition between the
high tension (up to 150 KV) at the aluminum plate and the ground potential of the
cylinder. The degrader is made by the same technique as the surface degrader c«n the
midwall of the barrel-RICH, viz. by using a macrolon plate in which concentric circular
grooves are machined. In these grooves metal wires, with a diameter of 1 mm, are
positioned and the wires are connected to a resistor chain which divides the potential
linearly from the inside to the outside of the degrader. When the degrader was tested

S8

m
Figure 6.2: Longitudinal view of the set-up to test the behavior of the final drift tubes.
At the bottom of the picture the translation table of the laser and its optics and the rails
of the table are visible.
up to 150 kV, no corona's were observed.
The electrostatic environment of the bitube in SYBIL is almost identical to the situation of the barrel-RICH. The electrode structure of the liquid radiators and the neighbouring drift tubes are simulated using a glass fiber epoxy plate covered with kapton
sheet with copper strips. A wire frame defines the field on the side of the drift tube
facing the mirrors; this frame is attached to the bitube as in the final barrel-RICH.
Electrons are produced in the drift tube by a nitrogen laser described in chapter 3
using a two photon ionisation process. The laser and most of the optical components
are mounted on a translation table at the side of SYBIL. The laser beam enters SYBIL
through one of the ten windows (five for each bitube) mounted near the rails of the
translation table. Holes are machined in the plates simulating the electrode structure of
neighbouring drift tubes in order to allow the laser light to enter the drift tube closest
to the windows in a horizontal direction (along the x-axis). A signal can be produced
in this way on every sense wire in the MWPC of the drift tube closest to the laser for
five different drift distances (five windows). In order to steer the laser beam through the
second tube in a way similar to the first, small prisms, that refract the laser beam by
15°, are mounted in the space between the drift tubes of one bitube.
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The previously mentioned system is designed with the goal to obtain identical focal
properties of the laser beam for each of the five drift distances. In this way a constant
ionisation for all drift distances can be obtained, which is necessary to measure the
attenuation length.
A second optical system was installed with the purpose of steering the laser beam
vertically through one of the drift tubes (this system in not shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2).
Deviations in the ^-direction from the straight drift path can be measured with this
configuration. For this purpose five extra windows and five extra mirrors were mounted
at the top of the cylinder and the optics on the translation table was modified. These
modifications allow to steer the beam vertically (parallel to y-axis) for five drift distances
and over a z-region between the side wall and 7 cm towards the center of the drift tube.
The measurements on the attenuation length were performed with a wire chamber
identical to the MWPC to be used in the barrel-RICH. At the time of the electrostatic
deviation measurements this chamber was not yet available so another MWPC was used,
identical to the final MWPC except for the distance between the first field defining
element of the chamber (the gating grid) and the last strip on the drift tube being 11
mm instead of 5 mm. Surface charges near the transfer region will thus have a bigger
effect on the electric field in the transfer region which may result in an extra deviation
not present in the configuration with the final MWPC. As argued in section 4.4 one
expects the deviations due to the badly defined transfer field to be almost the same for
all drift distances and by comparing deviations for different drift distances the error due
to transfer problems can be recognized.
The drift gas in the drift tubes is a methane/ethane 80/20 mixture; the electric field
inside the drift '. be is 67 kV/m. TMAE is added to the drift gas by bubbling the
latter through liquid TMAE. The bubbler, which is held at constant temperature by
a thermostat bath, contains several filters that remove small droplets of liquid TMAE
from the drift gas. The electronics chain and data acquisition are very similar to the
ones described in section 4.3 except that in the experiments described in this chapter a
modified Macintosh Plus was used as micro computer instead of a super CAVIAR.

6.3

Electrostatic deviations

The experiments described in chapter 4 have shown that deviations occur from a straight
drift path in the photon detector. These deviations, which can assume values up to 1
cm, were mainly attributed to surface charges on the inside surface of the drift tube.
The inner surface of the drift tube used in the experiment of chapter 4 consists mainly of
kapton foil with copper strips while the inner surface of the final tubes consists of quartz
with copper/chromium strips. To measure the effect of the surface, the experiments
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described in chapter 4 were repeated for the final drift tube. In these experiments no
TMAE was added to the drift gas in order to be able to compare the results of both
measurements; measurements with TMAE are planned for the future.
The measurements were performed in the following way: The laser beam was steered
vertically (parallel to y-axis) using the optical system described in section 6.2 and during
500 laser shots the signals of the anode wires were recorded. Then the number of hits
above threshold were counted which yielded a wire distribution. For the distribution the
average and standard deviation were determined. The above mentioned procedure was
performed for 10 different ^-positions: S were close to the side wall (< 20 mm) and the
other two were taken at 30 and 70 mm away from the side wall. The measurement for
the x-position 70 nan away from the wall was taken as a reference: it was assumed that
for this position the deviation in x was zero.
Before the deviation measurements were performed the transfer field b ?tween the drift
tube and MWPC was optimized. The deviation in x was measured at a 'rift distance of
14 cm and for several transfer fields. The transfer field which yielded the smallest overall
x deviation was taken as thfl optimum field. When the transfer field, after optimalization,
was changed proportional to the drift field it was observed that for drift fields between
50 and 75 kV/m the deviations at a drift length of 45 cm varied little.
After the optimalization the deviations in the x-direction from a. straight drift path
were measured for the 5 drift distances. The results of these experiments are presented
in figure 6.3 in a way similar to that of chapter 4. The figure demonstrates that there
is a significant deviation for the four longest drift distances, about similar in magnitude.
When the MWPC of this experiment is replaced with the final MWPC, which has a
smaller transfer region, the deviations might become smaller than those obtained in
this experiment. It is striking that small positive deviations (towards the sidewall) are
observed at the smallest drift distance. This may have been caused by the method used
to optimize the transfer field.
When the results from this chapter are compared to the results in chapter 4 without
7 source, which are presented in figure 4.4, it is clear that the deviations obtained in this
experiment are significantly smaller than those of chapter 4. It was argued there, that
the observed deviations are caused mainly by surface charges. The present observations
thus imply that the surface charge density is much smaller for the final tube than for
the test tube. A possible explanation of this difference is the surface resistivity of the
materials on the inside of the drift tubes. The surface resistivity of Kapton is reported by
the manufacturer to be quite high (> 10 ie fi/D) even in an atmosphere with 1 % water
vapor. However for quartz and glasses it is known that the surface resistivity depends
strongly on the fraction of water vapor in the atmosphere surrounding the material
and on the mechanical shape of the surface. In the ideal case the surface resistivity can
approach values similar to those of Kapton but in practice the value can be much smaller.
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Figure 6.3: Deviations in the x-direction from straight drift path in the final drift tube
for a drift length of (a) 14 cm, (b) 45 cm, (c) 76 cm, (d) 108 cm and (e) 136 cm. The
curves are only shown to guide the eye. The sidewall is at approximately 170 mm.

A decreased surface resistivity leads to a smaller life time of ions on the surface and thus
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to a smaller surface charg;e density.
The conclusion of this section is that the deviations observed in the final drift tube
are much smaller than those observed in the test drift tube. A possible explanation for
this difference is the smaller surface resistivity of the materials on the inside of the drift
tube.

6.4

The electron attachment to TMAE

In chapter 5 experiments on the electron attachment in the drift gas with a small fraction
of TMAE are reported which show the attenuation length to be approximately 1 meter
for a TMAE temperature of 10 °C. In the technical proposal it is aimed to obtain
an attenuation length of 10 meters or higher for a TMAE temperature of 30 °C. The
experiments on the electron attachment are continued in this section since the aimed
attenuation length has not been obtained and since much better results are reported in
literature [51,92]. A new procedure (vacuum distillation) is applied to clean the TMAE.
The experiments are performed in the set-up (SYBIL) described in section 6.2 with a
horizontal laser beam. The anode signals above threshold are recorded during 500 laser
shots for five different drift distances (14, 44, 76, 108 and 136 cm). In the data analysis
the average number of recorded electrons n{z) per wire per laser shot is calculated for
each drift distance z. A least-square fit is applied to the plot of ln(n) vs z which results
in a straight line with a slope a. The attenuation length is obtained by taking the inverse
of the slope A = I/a.
In an attempt to measure the attenuation length of the drift gas without TMAE, a
constant ionisation could not be obtained; this result is similar to that of section 5.4.3.
Next, the electron attachment of the drift gas with TMAE, cleaned by the procedure as
described in section 5.4, is observed. This yields an attenuation length of approximately
1 meter which is similar to the results of chapter 5. When the drift tube is subsequently
flushed during several hours with the drift gas without TMAE, the attenuation length
increases to approximately 2 meters. Before starting the next experiment the drift tube
is flushed several days to remove impurities in the drift tube. Since part of the electron
attachment might be due to oxygen the drift gas is cleaned by passing it through an
OXISORB filter so that the oxygen fraction decreases from 6 ppm to 2 ppm. This
changes little to the attenuation length with TMAE but flushing for several hours with
gas without TMAE increases the attenuation length to approximately 6 meters. This
indicates that in order to obtain a high attenuation length the oxygen content should be
equal or lower than approximately 1 ppm. Next, two changes are made to the experiment.
The oxygen fraction of the drift gas is lowered to 1.0 ppm by further cleaning and the
TMAE is cleaned using vacuum distillation instead of the water washing procedure. The
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Figure 6.4: The attenuation length of the drift gas with TMAE with a TMAE temperature of 2 °C. The least-square fit yields an attenuation length of 12.3 ± 3.4 meter.
Temperature (°C) vapor pressure (mbar) attenuation length (m)
2
0.11
9.63 ±1.59
6
0.16
6.60 ±1.30
16
0.34
4.34 ± 0.33
Table 6.1: The attenuation length of a drift gas containing TMAE.
attenuation length for this batch is observed to be approximately 10 meters at a TMAE
temperature of 2 °C which is illustrated in figure 6.4. However if the temperature of the
TMAE is increased, the attenuation length decreases. The average attenuation lengths
for three different temperatures are indicated in table 6.1 where the attenuation length
is an average over several measurements.
The temperature of the TMAE in the barrel-RICH will be 30 °C while the electron
attachment is only observed for TMAE temperatures up to 16 °C. The temperature of
TMAE can't be increased to values higher than 16 °C due to the danger of condensation
of TMAE on the inside of the drift tube (at room temperature) which may result in electric breakdown. This means that the data presented in table 6.1 have to be extrapolated
in order to obtain the value of the attenuation length for 30 °C. This extrapolation is performed assuming the attenuation length to be inversely proportional to the TMAE vapor
pressure. The values of the TMAE vapor pressure used in this extrapolation are taken
from reference [95]. The results of the attenuation length for the three temperatures are
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Figure 6.5: The temperature dependence of the attenuation length in a drift gas with
TMAE. The extrapolated value of the attenuation length to 30 °C (vap press 0.93 mbar)
is 1.82 ±0.12 meter.
plotted in figure 6.5 on which a weighted least-square fit is applied. The extrapolation
of the fit to a temperature of 30 °C yields an attenuation length of 1.82 ± 0.12 meter
which is still far below the aim presented in the technical proposal.
However when this result is compared to the attenuation length obtained in reference [92] (approximately 3 meters) a reasonable agreement is found taking into account
that a better procedure for cleaning the TMAE was used to obtain this result (for the
procedure see reference [96]). Measurements on the electron attachment in a drift gas
with TMAE cleaned by the procedure described in reference [96] are planned for the
future.
It is crucial for an improvement of the attenuation length to find the cause of the
electron attachment that prevents to reach the goal, set for the attenuation length in the
drift gas of the barrel-RICH. The fact that an attenuation length of approximately 10
meters can be obtained for a TMAE temperature of 2 °C while it can not be obtained
for a higher temperature indicates that the electron attachment is related to the temperature of the liquid TMAE. There are two possible explanations for this temperature
dependence. The first explanation is that the TMAE used in the experiment, although
very pure, contains too high an amount of electro-negative compounds. Results presented
in reference [91] indicate that the electron-affinity of the oxidation products tetrametyl
ureum (TMU) and tetra metyl oxamide (TMO) is between one to ten times higher than
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that of oxygen, while the electro-affinity of other oxidation products is lower than that
of oxygen. The maximum allowed fraction of these compounds is therefore less than 1
ppm which can be compared to the TMAE fraction which is around 900 ppm. The vapor
pressure of TMU is reported in literature to be approximately 2 mbar at 30 °C, while the
vapor heat of TMU and TMAE are almost identical [97]. The latter means that the ratio
of TMAE vapor pressure to TMU vapor pressure is constant with temperature. In the
case where the electron attachment of a drift gas is mainly determined by TMU this leads
to a linear dependence of the inverse attenuation length on the TMAE vapor pressure.
From the size of the vapor pressure of TMU one may conclude that the concentration of
TMU and TMO in the liquid TMAE inside the bubbler must be maximally of the order
of 0.1%, which is a severe condition. If the electron attachment in the experiments presented in this chapter is mainly caused by the electro-negative impurities (like TMU and
TMO) a higher attenuation length can be obtained by an improvement of the cleaning
procedure of TMAE.
A second explanation for the temperature dependence of the electron attachment is
the oxidation of TMAE. The rate of this reaction has been reported to be quite small in
the liquid phase of TMAE [98]. Applying the value obtained in the literature it is found
that it takes for a gas with 1 ppm of oxygen 109 seconds to oxidize 0.1% of the liquid
TMAE and therefore the oxidation of the liquid TMAE can be neglected. However,
the reaction rate between TMAE in the vapor phase and oxygen may be many orders
of magnitude higher. One expects the inverse attenuation length to be proportional to
the vapor pressure of TMAE, if the oxidation takes place in the vapor phase. Thus
none of the two above mentioned mechanisms can be excluded on the basis of a linear
correspondence between the inverse attenuation length and the TMAE vapor pressure. If
the oxidation of TMAE in the gas phase is the main cause for electron attachment in the
drift gas an improvement of the attenuation length can only be obtained by decreasing
the oxygen content of the drift gas which itself is already very low.

6.5

Conclusions

In this chapter the first results are shown of measurements with the final drift tube
in a test set-up called SYBIL. Experiments on the electrostatic deviations in the final
drift tube yield deviations in the ^-direction significantly smaller than those observed in
chapter 4. The results on the electron attachment in a drift gas of methane/ethane 80/20
in the presence of TMAE show a temperature dependent attenuation length between 4
and 10 meters. An extrapolation of these results to the temperature in the barrel-RICH
(30 °C) yields an attenuation length of 2 meters. This is a factor of five lower than
aimed for in the technical proposal, but is in agreement with values obtained in the
literature. Depending on the main cause of electron attachment the attenuation length
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can be increased either by improving the cleaning method of the TMAE or by lowering
the oxygen content in the drift gas.
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Summary
The search for basic constituents of matter and the studies of the interactions between
those constituents is one of the major subjects in elementary particle physics. This
search is performed by studying collisions between particles produced by accelerators.
The collisions are observed by detectors able to measure the properties of the various
produced particles. One of the accelerators for elementary particles physics is LEP,
presently under construction at CERN, and one of the detectors at LEP is DELPHI.
DELPHI itself consists of many parts which each measure a specific property of the
particles produced at the collisions. One of the parts of DELPHI is the barrel-RICH
which uses the Cherenkov light to determine the velocity of charged particles; together
with the measured momentum this information yields the mass of each particle. One of
the most critical parts of the barrel-RICH is its photon detector. This thesis presents a
study on the performance of the photon detector which determines to a large extent the
analyzing power of the barrel-RICH.

,

Cherenkov light, produced by charged particles traversing a transparent, dielectric
medium with a velocity larger than the speed of light in the medium, plays an important
role in the instrumentation of elementary particle physics. Cherenkov detectors allow
the determination of the identity (mass) of charged particles. Particle identification at
LEP is of vital importance for the flavor tagging of jets and for the search of heavy flavor
hadrons. Particle identification may furthermore contribute in the search of the Higgs
particle and in an accurate determination of some of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix
elements.
The performance of Cherenkov counters can be studied with the formula's of Frank
and Tamm for the Cherenkov angle and for the number of emitted photons per unit
of track length. The performance is found to depend mainly on the refractive index of
the radiator, the efficiency of the photon detector, the track length of particles inside
the radiator and on the resolution in the Cherenkov angle. The latter depends on the
position resolution of the photon detector, the dispersion of the radiator and on the
focusing method that is used. There are two possible focusing methods: proximity
focusing and focusing with a parabolic mirror. In the barrel-RICH both methods are
combined together with one photon detector: a liquid radiator with proximity focusing
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and a gas radiator with mirror focusing. The error on the Cherenkov angle in the
barrel-RICH is mainly determined by the position resolution of the photon detector
for the gas radiator while for the liquid radiator all three previously mentioned factors
play approximately an equal role. Monte-Carlo simulations of the barrel-RICH show
an unambiguous identification of particles with a momentum between 5 and 20 GeV/c
except for a region around 7 GeV/c where a misidentification may occur between proton
and K-meson.
A study performed on the drift properties of methane/ethane mixtures shows that
they fulfill the requirements for a drift gas in the photon detectors. The fraction of ethane
that has to be used depends on the desired properties of the gas: a small ethane fraction
yields an higher drift velocity and a smaller space charge density in the drift tube while
a higher ethane fraction results in a smaller longitudinal diffusion and a higher stability
of the drift velocity for small changes in the drift field and mixing ratio.
In a drift tube similar to that of the barrel-RICH deviations from a straight drift path
of the order of 1 cm are observed,with the tube outside a magnetic field and where the gas
in the tube does not contain any TMAE. Similar measurements with the barrel-RICH
drift tubes are not completely finished yet but in the first experiments deviations are
found that are much smaller than those in the test tube. Other tests on the deviations
have shown that the electric field inside the drift tube is well defined by its electrode
structure and this makes deviations in the photon detector independent of nearby disturbances like corona currents.
The efficiency of the photon detectors depends on electro-negative impurities in the
drift gas via a process called electron attachment, that is characterized by the attenuation
length A and is described by a model. In the technical proposal of DELPHI a minimal
attenuation length of 10 meters is aimed for. Experiments have shown that this yields
a maximally tolerable fraction of 0.2 ppm for perfluor ra-pentane (gas radiator) and 1
ppm for oxygen. The attenuation length of a drift gas with a small fraction of TMAE
is observed to be about 2 meters in conditions simila to that of the barrel-RICH. The
cause of this electron attachment is not known but two possible explanations for this
effect are given.
Many of the aspects of photo detection in the barrel-RICH are discussed in this
thesis and, where possible, explanations are given for the observed effects. Due to a
better understanding of the mechanisms determining the performance of RICH counters improvements may be made in the future. As a consequence, RICH counters may
provide high energy physics with valuable information and hence contribute to a better
understanding of nature and its elementary particles and forces.

S amenvat t ing
Het zoeken naar de elementaire bouwstenen van materie en naar de krachten tussen deze
bouwstenen is een van de belangrijkste onderwerpen van de hoge-energiefysica. Deze
informatie wordt verkregen door deeltjes, gemaakt in een versneller, met elkaar te laten
botsen en de reactieproducten van deze botsingen te bestuderen. Eigenschappen van
deeltjes die bij deze botsingen vrijkomen worden gemeten met een detector. Een van de
versnellers in de hoge-energiefysica is de "Large Electron Positron colli der"; LEP wordt
thans bij CERN in Genève gebouwd. De "DEtector for Lepton, Photon and Hadron
Identification" (DELPHI) is een van de detectoren die bij LEP geplaatst gaan worden.
DELPHI bestaat uit verschillende delen die elk een specifieke eigenschap van deeltjes
meten. De "barrel-Ring Imaging CHerenkov counter" (barrel-RICH) is een onderdeel
van DELPHI dat de snelheid van geladen deeltjes bepaalt met behulp van het Cherenkov
effect; als tevens de energiën of impulsen van de deeltjes bepaald zijn, kunnen hun massa's
berekend worden. Het meest kritieke onderdeel van de barrel-RICH is de fotondetector;
deze meet de plaats van de lichtdeeltjes (fotonen) geproduceerd door het Cherenkov
effect. Dit proefschrift beschrijft een onderzoek naar het gedrag en in het bijzonder het
scheidend vermogen van de fotondetector die voor een groot gedeelte de bruikbaarheid
van de barrel-RICH bepaalt.
Cherenkov licht wordt geproduceerd als geladen deeltjes een transparant, diëlectrisch
medium doorkruisen met een snelheid groter dan de lichtsnelheid in dat medium. Het
Cherenkov effect speelt een belangrijke rol in de hoge-energiefysica omdat met behulp
van dit effect geladen deeltjes geïdentificeerd kunnen worden door hun massa te bepalen.
Deeltjesidentificatie speelt een zeer belangrijke rol in de zogenaamde "smaakbepaling"
van "jets"; een jet is een concentratie van veel deeltjes in een kleine ruimtehoek die
ontstaat tijdens de fragmentatie van een quark. In het zoeken naar deeltjes die een
zwaar quark bevatten is de deeltjesidentificatie ook van belang. Deeltjesidentificatie levert ook een bijdrage in het zoeken naar het "Higgsboson", een deeltje dat voorspeld is
door het standaard model maar tot op heden nog niet gevondenis, en in een nauwkeurige
bepaling van sommige "Kobayashi-Maskawa" matrixelementen, parameters van het standaard model.
Met behulp van de formule's van Frank en Tamm voor de Cherenkovhoek en voor het
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aantal photonen dat per lengteëenheid wordt uitgezonden kan het scheidend vermogen
van een RICHteller berekend worden. Dit scheidend vermogen wordt grotendeels bepaald
door de brekingsindex van de straler -dat gedeelte in de RICH waar het Cherenkovlicht
gemaakt wordt-, de efficiëntie van de fotondetector, de lengte van de baan van de deeltjes
in de straler en de fout in de Cherenkovhoek per gedetecteerd foton. De laatste hangt
af van de dispersie van het medium in de straler, van de plaatsresolutie van de fotondetector en van de gebruikte focuseringsmethode. Er zijn twee focuseringsmethodes: de
"nabijheidsfocusering" en de focusering met behulp van een parabolische spiegel. In de
barrel-RICH worden beide methodes gecombineerd met een fotondetector: een vloeibare
straler met nabijheidsfocusering en een gasvormige straler met spiegelfocusering. Voor
de gasvormige straler is de fout in de Cherenkovhoek per foton bepaald door de plaatsresolutie van de fotondetector terwijl voor de vloeibare straler alle drie eerder genoemde
bijdragen in deze fout ongeveer even groot zijn. Simulaties met behulp van de MonteCarlomethode tonen aan dat een eenduidige identificatie van geladen deeltjes met de
barrel-RICH mogelijk is in het impulsgebied van 5 tot 25 GeV/c, behalve voor een klein
gebied rond 7 GeV/c waar een goede scheiding van K-mesonen en protonen niet mogelijk
is.
Een onderzoek naar de eigenschappen van methaan/ethaan mengsels toont aan dat
deze geschikt zijn als driftgas voor de fotondetector. De mengverhouding van dit gas
wordt bepaald door de gewenste eigenschappen: een lagere ethaanfractie resulteert in
een hogere driftsnelheid en een lagere ruimteladingsdichtheid in de driftbuis van de fotondetector terwijl een hogere ethaanfractie een kleinere longitudinale diffusie geeft en
de afhanklijkheid van de driftsnelheid van de mengverhouding, druk en electrisch veld
vermindert.

',

In een driftbuis, die analoog gebouwd is aan die van de barrel-RJCH, zijn afwijkingen
van een ideaal (recht) driftpad waargenomen in de orde van 1 centimeter. De buis
bevond zich bij deze metingen niet in een magnetisch veld noch was er TMAE aan
het driftgas toegevoegd (dit is wel zo bij de barrel-RICH). Soortgelijke metingen zijn
verricht met een barrel-RICH driftbuis (ook zonder magneetveld en TMAE) en hier zijn
veel kleinere afwijkingen gevonden. Een ander experiment heeft aangetoond dat kleine
lokale electrostatische storingen geen grote invloed hebben op de plaatsresolutie van de
photondetector.
De efficiëntie van de photondetector wordt in hoge mate bepaald door electronegatieve
verontreinigingen in het driftgas. De absorptie van electronen, geparameteriseerd door
de verzwakkingslengte A, is het gevolg van een proces dat "electron attachment" heet.
Het laatste kan beschreven worden met het BBHmodel. In het "technical proposal"
van DELPHI wordt ernaar gestreeft om in de barrel-RICH een verzwakkingslengte van
minimaal 10 meter te bereiken. Waarnemingen van de electronabsorptie tonen aan
dat de maximaal toegestane concentratie van perfluor n-pentaan (gas straler) in het
driftgas 0.2 ppm is terwijl de zuurstofconcentratie onder de 1 ppm moet blijven. De
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verzwakkingslengte, waargenomen in een methaan/ethaan 75/25 mengsel met TMAE en
geëxtrapoleerd naar de barrel-RJCH condities, is ongeveer 2 meter. In dit proefschrift
worden twee mogelijke oorzaken genoemd waarom de verzwakkingslengte uit het "technical proposal" niet in dit experiment bereikt werd.
Niet alle, maar veel aspecten van fotondetectie in de barrel-RICH zijn in dit proefschrift besproken en, waar mogelijk, zijn de waargenomen effecten verklaard. Dankzij
een beter inzicht in de mechanismen die het scheidend vermogen van de fotondetectoren
bepalen kunnen in de toekomst betere RICHtellers gebouwd worden. Hierdoor kunnen de
RICHtellers waardevolle informatie verschaffen aan hoge-energiefysici en dit kan leiden
tot een beter begrip van de natuur en haar elementaire deeltjes en krachten.
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